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SMALL G-VARIETIES
HANSPETER KRAFT, ANDRIY REGETA, AND SUSANNA ZIMMERMANN
Abstract. An affine varieties with an action of a semisimple group G is called “small” if
every non-trivial G-orbit in X is isomorphic to the orbit of a highest weight vector. Such a
variety X carries a canonical action of the multiplicative group K∗ commuting with the G-
action. We show that X is determined by the K∗-variety XU of fixed points under a maximal
unipotent subgroups U ⊂ G. Moreover, if X is smooth, then X is a G-vector bundle over the
quotient X/G.
If G is of type An (n ≥ 2), Cn, E6, E7 or E8, we show that all affine G-varieties up to
a certain dimension are small. As a consequence we have the following result. If n ≥ 5,
every smooth affine SLn-variety of dimension < 2n is an SLn-vector bundle over the smooth
quotient X/ SLn, with fiber isomorphic to the natural representation or its dual.
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1. Introduction
Our base field K is algebraically closed of characteristic zero. If a semisimple algebraic
group G acts on an affine variety X, then the closure of an orbit Gx is a union of G-orbits
and contains a unique closed orbit. A very interesting special case is when the closure is the
union of the orbit Gx and a fixed point x0 ∈ X: Gx = Gx ∪ {x0}. Such an orbit is called
a minimal orbit. It turns out that this condition does not depend on the embedding of the
orbit Gx into an affine G-variety. In fact, the minimal orbits are isomorphic to highest weight
orbits Oλ in irreducible representations Vλ of G.
If a G-variety X is affine and all orbits in X are either minimal or fixed points, then the
variety X is called small.
The following result shows that smooth small G-varieties have a very special structure.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a simple group and X a smooth irreducible small G-variety. Then
G ≃ SLn or G ≃ Sp2n, and the algebraic quotient X → X/G is a G-vector bundle with fiber
• the standard representations Kn or its dual (Kn)∨ if G = SLn,
• the standard representation K2n if G = Sp2n.
In particular, every fiber is the closure of a minimal orbit.
For G = SLn or G = Sp2n it turns out that an affine G-variety is small if its dimension is
small enough. More precisely, we have the following result.
Theorem 1.2.
(1) For n ≥ 5 an irreducible affine SLn-variety X of dimension < 2n − 2 is small. In
particular, if X is also smooth, then X is an SLn-vector bundle over X/ SLn with
fiber Kn or (Kn)∨.
(2) For n ≥ 3, an irreducible affine Sp2n-variety X of dimension < 4n − 4 is small. In
particular, if X is also smooth, then it is an Sp2n-vector bundle over X/ Sp2n with
fiber K2n.
In general, we have the following theorem about the structure of a small G-variety where
G is a semisimple algebraic group. As usual, we fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G and a maximal
unipotent subgroup U ⊂ B. For a simple G-module Vλ of highest weight λ we denote by
Oλ ⊂ Vλ the orbit of highest weight vectors, and by Pλ the corresponding parabolic subgroup,
i.e. the normalizer of V Uλ .
For any minimal orbit O there is a well-defined cyclic covering Oλ → O where λ is an
indivisible dominant weight, i.e. λ is not an integral multiple of another dominant weight.
This λ is called the type of the minimal orbit O.
An action of a reductive group G on an affine variety X is called fix-pointed if the closed
orbits are fixed points.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be an irreducible small G-variety. Then the following holds.
(1) The G-action is fix-pointed and in particular XG
∼−→ X/G.
(2) All minimal orbits in X have the same type λ.
(3) The quotient X → X/U− restricts to an isomorphism XU ∼−→ X/U−. In particular,
X is normal if and only if XU is normal.
(4) There is a unique K∗-action on X which induces the canonical K∗-action on each
minimal orbit of X and commutes with the G-action. Its action on XU is fix-pointed,
and XU/K∗ ∼−→ X/G ∼←− XG.
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(5) The morphism G×XU → X, (g, x) 7→ gx, induces a G-equivariant isomorphism
Φ: Oλ ×K∗ XU ≃−→ X
where K∗ acts on Oλ by (t, x) 7→ λ(t−1) · x.
(6) We have StabG(X
U ) = Pλ, and the G-equivariant morphism
Ψ: G×Pλ XU → X, [g, x] 7→ gx,
is proper, surjective and birational, and induces an isomorphism between the algebras
of regular functions.
The proofs are given in Proposition 4.3 for the statements (1)–(3) and in Proposition 4.4 for
the statements (4)–(6). We define the canonical K∗-action on a minimal orbit in Section 2.4.
As a consequence, we obtain the following one-to-one correspondence between irreducible
small G-varieties of a given type and certain irreducible fix-pointed affine K∗-varieties. The
K∗-action on a variety Y is called positively fix-pointed if for every y ∈ Y the limit limt→0 ty
exists and is therefore a fixed point.
Corollary 1.4. For any indivisible highest weight λ ∈ ΛG, the functor F : X 7→ XU defines
an equivalence of categories{
irreducible small G-varieties X
of type λ
}
F−→
{
irreducible positively fix-pointed
affine K∗-varieties Y
}
.
The inverse of F is given by Y 7→ Oλ ×K∗ Y where the K∗-action on Oλ × Y is defined as
t(v, y) 7→ (λ(t−1)v, ty).
Our Theorem 1.1 above is a special case of the following description of smooth small G-
varieties.
Theorem 1.5 (see Theorem 4.12). Let X be an irreducible small G-variety of type λ, and
consider the following statements.
(i) The quotient π : X → X/G is a G-vector bundle with fiber Vλ.
(ii) K∗ acts faithfully on XU , the quotient XU → XU/K∗ is a line bundle, and Vλ = Oλ.
(iii) The quotient XU \XG → XU/K∗ is a principal K∗-bundle, and Vλ = Oλ.
(iv) The closures of the minimal orbits of X are smooth and pairwise disjoint.
(v) The quotient morphism π : X → X/G is smooth.
Then the assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent and imply (iii)–(v). If X (or XU ) is normal,
all assertions are equivalent.
Furthermore, X is smooth if and only if X/G is smooth and π : X → X/G is a G-vector
bundle.
In order to see that small-dimensional G-varieties are small (see Theorem 1.2) we have
to compute the minimal dimension dG of a non-minimal quasi-affine G-orbit. In fact, if the
dimension of the affine G-variety X is less than dG, then every orbit in X is either minimal
or a fixed point, hence X is small.
We define the following invariants for a semisimple group G.
mG := min{dimO | O a minimal G-orbit},
dG := min{dimO | O a non-minimal quasi-affine nontrivial G-orbit},
rG := min{codimH | H $ G reductive subgroup}.
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The following theorem lists mG, dG and rG for the simply connected simple groups, and
also gives the closure O of the minimal orbits realizing mG and the reductive subgroup H of
G realizing rG. In the last column the null cone NV appears only if NV $ V .
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a simply connected simple group. Then the invariants mG, rG, dG
are given by the following table. In particular, dG = rG except for E7 and E8.
G dimG mG dG rG H O
A1 3 2 2 2 T1 K2
A2 8 3 4 4 A1 × T1 K3, (K3)∨
A3 15 4 5 5 B2 K4, (K4)∨
An, n > 3 n(n+ 2) n+ 1 2n 2n An−1 × T1 Kn+1, (Kn+1)∨
B2 10 4 4 4 A1 × A1 NVω1 , Vω2 = K4
Bn, n > 2 n(2n+ 1) 2n 2n 2n Dn NVω1
Cn, n ≥ 3 n(2n+ 1) 2n 4n− 4 4n− 4 Cn−1 × A1 K2n
D4 14 7 7 7 B6 NVω1 ,NVω3 ,NVω4
Dn, n ≥ 5 n(2n− 1) 2n− 1 2n− 1 2n− 1 Bn−1 NVω1
E6 78 17 26 26 F4 $ NVωi , i = 1, 6
E7 133 28 45 54 E6 × T1 $ NVω7
E8 248 58 86 112 E7 × A1 $ NLieE8
F4 52 16 16 16 B4 $ NVωi , i = 1, 4
G2 14 6 6 6 A2 NVω1 ,$ NLieG2
Table 1. The invariants mG, rG, dG for the simple groups, the orbit closures
realizing mG and the reductive subgroups H $ G realizing rG.
The third and last columns of Table 1 will be provided by Lemma 5.3, the fourth column
by Proposition 5.7 and the fifth and sixth columns by Lemma 5.5.
Note also that Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.6, because X
is a small G-variety in case dimX < dG.
Acknowledgments:We thank Oksana Yakimova for her help with the computation of the invariant
dG. We would also like to thank Michel Brion for interesting and helpful discussions.
2. Minimal G-orbits
In this paragraph we introduce and study minimal orbits of a semisimple group G. We
will use the standard notation below and refer to the literature for details (see for instance
[Bor91, FH91, Hum78, Hum75, Jan03, Kra84, Pro07]).
Let G be a semisimple group. We fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G and a maximal torus T ⊂ B,
and denote by U := Bu the unipotent radical of B.
2.1. Highest weight orbits. Let ΛG ⊂ X(T ) := Hom(T,K∗) be the monoid of dominant
weights of G. A simple G-module V is determined by its highest weight λ ∈ ΛG which is the
weight of the one-dimensional subspace V U , and we write V = Vλ. The dual module of a
G-module W will be denoted by W∨, and for the highest weight of the dual module V ∨λ we
write λ∨.
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Remark 2.1. Define Λ :=
⊕r
i=1 Nωi ⊆ Λ⊗ZQ where ω1, . . . , ωr are the fundamental weights.
We have ΛG ⊆ Λ with equality if and only if G is simply connected. In general, let γ : G˜→ G
be the universal covering, i.e. G˜ is simply connected and γ is a homomorphism with a finite
kernel F , then F is contained in the center Cent G˜ of G˜ which acts canonically on Λ, and we
have ΛG = X(T ) ∩ Λ = ΛF .
For an affine G-variety X, we denote by π : X → X/G the algebraic quotient, i.e. the
morphism defined by the inclusion O(X)G →֒ O(X). If X = V is a G-module, then the closed
subset
NV := π−1(π(0)) = {v ∈ V | Gv ∋ 0} ⊆ V
is called the null cone or null fiber of V . It is a closed cone in V , i.e. it is closed and contains
with any v the line Kv ⊂ V .
Let V = Vλ be a simple G-module of highest weight λ ∈ ΛG. Then dimV U = 1, and we
define the highest weight orbit to be Oλ := Gv ⊂ V where v ∈ V U \{0} is an arbitrary highest
weight vector of V . It is a cone, i.e. stable under scalar multiplication. These orbits and their
closure have first been studied in [VP72].
For a subset S of aG-varietyX, the normalizer of S is defined in the usual way: NormG(S) :=
{g ∈ G | gS = S}. The group of G-equivariant automorphisms of X will be denoted by
AutG(X).
Lemma 2.2. Let V = Vλ be a simple G-module of highest weight λ, and let v ∈ V U be a
highest weight vector. Then the following holds.
(1) We have Oλ = GV
U = Oλ ∪ {0}, and Oλ is a normal variety.
(2) We have O(Oλ) = O(Oλ) ≃
⊕
k≥0 Vkλ
∨ =
⊕
k≥0 Vkλ∨ . In particular, Oλ is not affine.
(3) We have OUλ = K
∗v, and so Gv = CentG(O
U
λ ). Moreover, V
U = Kv = V Gv = V G
◦
v .
(4) The group Pλ := NormG(O
U
λ ) = NormG(Kv) ⊂ G is a proper parabolic subgroup. We
have Pv = NormGGv = NormG(G
◦
v), and dimOλ = codimPλ + 1.
(5) The scalar multiplication on V induces an isomorphism K∗ ∼−→ AutG(Oλ) = AutG(Oλ).
(6) If w ∈ NV and w 6= 0, then Gw ⊃ Oλ.
(7) The closure Oλ is nonsingular if and only if Oλ = Vλ.
Proof. (1)–(2) These two statements can be found in [VP72, Theorem 1 and 2].
(3) We have OUλ ⊂ V U = K∗v ∪ {0}, hence OUλ ⊂ K∗v. They are equal because Oλ is a
cone. Since Gv = Gw for all w ∈ K∗v we see that Gv = CentG(OUλ ) and V Gv ⊇ Kv. Now the
second claim follows, because U ⊆ G◦v ⊆ Gv , and so V Gv ⊆ V G
◦
v ⊆ V U = Kv.
(4) G acts on the projective space P(V ), and the projection p : V \ {0} → P(V ) is G-
equivariant and sends closed cones to closed subsets. In particular, p(Oλ) = Gp(v) is closed,
and so Pλ := Gp(v) = NormG(Kv) = NormG(OUλ ) ⊂ G is a parabolic subgroup normalizing Gv.
If g ∈ G normalizes G◦v , then G◦gv = G◦v and so gv ∈ K∗v = OUλ by (3). Hence, NormG(Gv) ⊆
NormG(G
◦
v) ⊆ Norm(OUλ ) = Pλ ⊆ NormG(Gv).
(5) By (1), we have AutG(Oλ) = AutG(Oλ). Since Oλ is a cone, we have an inclusion
K∗ →֒ AutG(Oλ). Any α ∈ AutG(Oλ) is U -equivariant and hence preserves OλU = V U as well
as {0} ∈ V U , and the claim follows.
(6) Let Y := Gv ⊂ NV which implies that 0 ∈ Y . Since Y is irreducible, the fixed point set
Y U does not contain isolated points (see e.g. [Kra16, III.5, Theorem 5.8.8]), and so Y U 6= {0}.
Hence Y contains a highest weight vector, and so Y ⊃ Oλ.
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(7) The tangent space T0Oλ is a nontrivial submodule of Vλ, hence equal to Vλ. If Oλ
is smooth, then dimOλ = dimT0Oλ = dimVλ and so Oλ = Vλ. The other implication is
clear. 
For any k ≥ 1 the kth symmetric power Sk(Vλ) contains Vkλ with multiplicity 1. It is
the G-submodule generated by vk0 ∈ Sk(Vλ) where v0 ∈ Vλ is a highest weight vector. Let
p : Sk(Vλ) → Vkλ be the linear projection. Then the map v 7→ p(vk) is a homogeneous G-
equivariant morphism ϕk : Vλ → Vkλ of degree k, classically called a covariant.
Lemma 2.3. Let V = Vλ be a simple G-module of highest weight λ and v ∈ V U a highest
weight vector. For k ≥ 1 define µk := {ζ ∈ K∗ | ζk = 1} ⊂ K∗.
The covariant ϕk : Vλ → Vkλ is a finite morphism of degree k and induces a bijective
morphism ϕ¯k : Vλ/µk → ϕk(Vλ), where µk acts by scalar multiplication on Vλ.
In particular, the induced map ϕk : Oλ → Okλ is a finite G-equivariant cyclic covering of
degree k, and ϕk : Oλ → Okλ is the quotient by the action of µk.
Proof. Since ϕ−1k (0) = {0}, the homogeneous morphism ϕk is finite, the image ϕk(Vλ) is closed,
and the fibers of ϕk are the µk-orbits. This yields the first statement. The last statement follows
from the fact that Okλ is normal, by Lemma 2.2(1). 
Remark 2.4. The following remarks are direct consequences of the lemma above.
(1) For k > 1 we have ϕk(Vλ) $ Vkλ, because the quotient Vλ/µk is always singular in the
origin. In particular, dimVkλ > dimVk.
(2) The image under ϕk of any nontrivial orbit O ⊂ Vλ is an orbit ϕk(O) ⊂ Vkλ, and the
induced map ϕk : O → ϕk(O) is a cyclic covering of degree k.
(3) For k > 1 we have dimVkλ > dimVλ ≥ dimOλ = dimOkλ, hence Okλ is singular in
the origin, by Lemma 2.2(7).
The following lemma states that orbits of the form Oλ are minimal among G-orbits.
Lemma 2.5. Let W be a G-module and w ∈ W a nonzero element. If p : W ։ V is the
projection onto a simple factor V ≃ Vλ of W such that p(w) 6= 0, then dimGw ≥ dimOλ.
Proof. If v := p(w) 6= 0, then dimGw ≥ dimGv > 0. Hence we can assume that W = V is a
simple G-module and p the identity map.
Given a closed subset Y ⊂ V of a vector space, one defines the associated cone CY ⊂ V to
be the zero set of the functions gr f , f ∈ I(Y ) ⊂ O(V ), where gr f denotes the homogeneous
term of f of maximal degree. If Y is irreducible, G-stable and belongs to a fiber π−1(z) of the
quotient morphism π : V → V/G, then CY ⊆ NV , and CY is G-stable and equidimensional
of dimension dimY , see [BK79, §3]. Lemma 2.2(6) now implies that the highest weight orbit
O ⊂ V belongs to CY , and the claim follows. 
Example 2.6. The simple SL2-modules are given by the binary forms Vm := K[x, y]m,m ∈ N.
The form ym ∈ Vm is a highest weight vector whose stabilizer is
Um :=
{[
ζ s
ζ−1
]
| ζm = 1, s ∈ K
}
,
hence Om ≃ SL2 /Um. If m = 2k is even, then xkyk ∈ Vm is fixed by the diagonal torus
T ⊂ SL2, and the orbit O = SL2 xkyk is closed and isomorphic to SL2 /T for odd k and to
SL2 /N for even k where N ⊂ SL2 is the normalizer of T . It is easy to see that in both cases
the associated cone CO is equal to Om.
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2.2. Stabilizer of a highest weight vector and coverings. Let Oλ = Gv ⊂ Vλ be a
highest weight orbit where v ∈ V Uλ . We have seen in Lemma 2.2(4) that
Pλ := NormG(O
U
λ ) = NormG(Kv) = NormGGv ⊂ G
is a parabolic subgroup. It follows that the weight λ extends to a character of Pλ defining the
action of Pλ on Kv:
pv′ = λ(p) · v′ for v′ ∈ Kv and p ∈ Pλ.
Note that Gv = ker λ, and so Pλ/Gv
∼−→ K∗.
A dominant weight λ ∈ ΛG is called indivisible if λ is not an integral multiple of some
λ′ ∈ ΛG, λ′ 6= λ. For an affine algebraic group H, we denote by H◦ its connected component.
Lemma 2.7.
(1) Let λ ∈ ΛG be a dominant weight of G. If λ0 ∈ Qλ ∩ ΛG is an indivisible element,
then Qλ ∩ ΛG = Nλ0.
(2) Let v ∈ Vλ and v0 ∈ Vλ0 be highest weight vectors, and let k ≥ 1 be the integer such
that λ = kλ0. Then:
(a) Pλ = Pλ0 ,
(b) G◦v = Gv0 , and Gv/G
◦
v is finite and cyclic of order k,
(c) Gv is connected if and only if λ is indivisible.
(d) If Oλ is smooth, then λ is indivisible.
(3) If O is an orbit and ϕ : O → Oλ a finite G-equivariant covering, then O ≃ Oµ where
λ = ℓµ for an integer ℓ ≥ 1, and ϕ is cyclic of degree ℓ.
Proof. (1) We have ΛG = Λ∩X(T ) where Λ :=
⊕r
i=1 Nωi, see Remark 2.1. Then Qλ∩Λ = Nλ1
for some λ1 ∈ Λ, and so
Qλ ∩ ΛG = Qλ ∩ (Λ ∩X(T )) = Nλ1 ∩X(T ) = Nλ0
for some λ0 ∈ ΛG. In particular, λ0 is the only indivisible element in Qλ ∩ ΛG.
(2a) Consider the covariant ϕk : Vλ0 → Vλ. We have
ϕ−1k (Kv) = ϕ
−1
k (V
U
λ ) = V
U
λ0
= Kv0,
so by Lemma 2.2(4) we obtain that
Pλ = NormG(Kv) = NormG(Kv0) = Pλ0 .
(2b) We can assume that v = ϕk(v0). Then Gv = ker(λ) ⊃ ker(λ0) = Gv0 and Gv/Gv0 is
cyclic of order k. It follows that Gv0 contains the connected component G
◦
v of Gv , and hence
G◦v = G
◦
v0
. Moreover, Gv0 = ker(λ0) is connected, because λ0 is indivisible.
(2c) follows from (2b), and (2d) from Lemma 2.2(7) and Remark 2.4(3).
(3) For w ∈ O and v = ϕ(w) ∈ Oλ we get a finite covering G/Gw = O → Oλ = G/Gv ,
hence G◦v ⊆ Gw ⊆ Gv. By (2b) we have G/G◦v = Oλ0 where λ = kλ0 for an integer k ≥ 1, and
the composition G/Gλ0 = Oλ0 → G/Gw = O → G/Gv = Oλ is a cyclic covering of degree k.
Therefore, Oλ0 → O and O → Oλ are both cyclic, of degree m and ℓ respectively, and k = ℓm.
Hence O ≃ Omλ0 and ℓ(mλ0) = λ. 
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2.3. Minimal orbits. In this section we define the central notion of minimal orbits and prove
some remarkable properties.
Definition 2.8. An orbit O in an affine G-variety X isomorphic to a highest weight orbit Oλ
will be called a minimal orbit. This name is motivated by Lemma 2.5. The type of a minimal
orbit O ≃ Oλ is defined to be the indivisible element λ0 ∈ Qλ ∩ ΛG ≃ Nλ0 from Lemma 2.7.
We denote by O
n
the normalization of O ⊂ X and call it the normal closure of O. Clearly,
O
n
is an affine G-variety, and the normalization η : O
n → O is finite and G-equivariant.
Lemma 2.9. The normalization η : O
n → O is bijective. In particular, O ⊂ O n in a natural
way and O
n \O is a fixed point, as well as O \O. Moreover, O(O n) = O(O).
Proof. Since O ≃ Oλ for some λ and Oλ is normal (Lemma 2.2(1)) we have O n ≃ Oλ. There-
fore, we have O ⊂ O n in a natural way, and O n \O is a fixed point, again by Lemma 2.2(1).
It follows that the normalization η : O
n → O is bijective. This proves the first part of the
lemma. The last statement follows from Lemma 2.2(2). 
Remark 2.10.
(1) Two minimal orbits O1 ≃ Oλ1 and O2 ≃ Oλ2 are of the same type if and only if
Qλ1 = Qλ2 (Lemma 2.7). This is the case if and only if for vi ∈ Oi the groups G◦v1
and G◦v2 are conjugate (Lemma 2.7(2b)), and this holds if and only if the parabolic
subgroups P1 := NormGGv1 and P2 := NormGGv2 are conjugate.
(2) Let O be a minimal orbit of type λ0, O ≃ Okλ0 for an integer k ≥ 1. Then there is
a finite cyclic G-equivariant covering Oλ0 → O of degree k (Lemma 2.3). Moreover,
Oλ0 ≃ G/H where H is connected (Lemma 2.7(2c)). In particular, if G is simply
connected, then Oλ0 is simply connected and Oλ0 → O is the universal covering.
In general, the closure of a minimal orbit needs not to be normal, as shown by the following
example.
Example 2.11. Let Vε1 = K
n be the standard representation of SLn. For any k ≥ 1 the
minimal orbit Okε1 ⊂ Vkε1 = SkKn is the orbit of ek1 where e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0), and Oε1 =
Kn \ {0} → Okε1 is the universal covering which is cyclic of degree k and extends to a finite
morphism Kn → Okε1 , v 7→ vk.
Now consider the SLn-moduleW :=
⊕m
i=1 Vkiε1 where k1, . . . , km are coprime and all ki > 1.
For w = (ek11 , . . . , e
km
1 ) ∈ W we have an SLn-equivariant isomorphism Oε1 ∼−→ O := SLnw
which extends to a bijective morphism ϕ : Vε1 → O. But ϕ is not an isomorphism, because
T0O is a submodule of W , hence cannot be isomorphic to Vε1 . In particular, O is not normal.
The fixed point set O
U
is the cuspidal curve given by the image of the bijective morphism
K→ Km, c 7→ (ck1 , . . . , ckm) which shows again that O is not normal.
The following result collects some important properties of minimal orbits.
Proposition 2.12. Let X be an affine G-variety and O ⊂ X a G-orbit.
(1) Then O is minimal if and only if O \O is a single point (which is a fixed point of G).
(2) If O is a minimal orbit and ϕ : O → X a non-constant G-equivariant morphism, then
ϕ(O) is a minimal orbit of the same type as O, and ϕ extends to a finite morphism
ϕ¯ : O
n → ϕ(O).
(3) Let O be a minimal orbit, Z a connected quasi-affine G-variety and δ : Z → O a finite
G-equivariant covering. Then Z is a minimal orbit of the same type as O and δ is a
cyclic covering.
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(4) If O1, O2 are minimal orbits and η : O1 → O2 a finite G-equivariant covering, then
O1 and O2 have the same type, and the covering is cyclic.
(5) If O ⊂ X is minimal, then O ⊆ X is smooth if and only if O is G-isomorphic to a
simple G-module Vλ. In that case, λ is indivisible.
For the proof we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.13. Let X,Z be affine G-varieties and O ⊂ Z a G-orbit. Assume that O \O is a
fixed point in ZG, and denote by η : Y → O the normalization.
(1) The morphism η induces an isomorphism η−1(O)
∼−→ O, Y \ η−1(O) is a fixed point,
and O(O) ∼−→ O(η−1(O)) = O(Y ).
(2) Every G-equivariant non-constant morphism ϕ : O → X induces a finite G-equivariant
morphism ϕ˜ : Y → X
η−1(O)
≃−−−−→ Oy⊆ yϕ
Y
ϕ˜−−−−→ X
and ϕ(O) \ ϕ(O) is a fixed point in XG.
(3) The orbit O is a minimal orbit, as well as its image ϕ(O) ⊂ X, and both have the
same type.
Proof. (1) Let O = O ∪ {x} for some fixed point x ∈ Z. If η : Y → O is the normalization,
then η−1(O)→ O is an isomorphism, because O is normal. Since η−1(x) is finite and G-stable
it must be a single fixed point y ∈ Y . Moreover, Y \ η−1(O) = {y} has codimension ≥ 2 in Y ,
because a semisimple group does not have 1-dimensional quasi-affine orbits. (In fact, if there
is such a one-dimensional G-orbit, then there exists a subgroup H of G isomorphic either to
SL2 or to PSL2 that acts faithfully on this orbit. But this is not possible, because all closed
subgroups of H of codimension 1 are conjugate to a Borel subgroup B and H/B is compact.)
It follows that O(Y ) = O(O).
(2)-(3) Since O(O) ∼−→ O(Y ) by (1) and X is affine, the G-equivariant morphism ϕ : O → X
induces a G-equivariant morphism ϕ˜ : Y → X. There is a closed G-equivariant embedding of
X into a G-module W , X →֒ W , and a linear projection prVλ : W → Vλ onto a simple
G-module Vλ such that ϕ(O) is not in the kernel of prVλ .
Set ψ := prVλ ◦ϕ¯ : Y → Vλ. Since a unipotent group U does not have isolated fixed points
on an irreducible affine U -variety (see e.g. [Kra16, Theorem 5.8.8]), we get OU 6= ∅, and so
ψ(O)U 6= ∅. This implies that ψ(O) = Oλ and ψ(Y ) = Oλ. We have ψ−1(0) = {y}, and
so ψ is finite and surjective. In particular, O is a minimal orbit of the same type as Oλ, by
Lemma 2.7(3). From the factorization
ψ : Y
ϕ˜−−−−→ ϕ(O) prV−−−−→ Oλ
we see that both maps are finite, and so ϕ(O) is a minimal orbit as well, of the same type as
Oλ, again by Lemma 2.7(3). 
Proof of Proposition 2.12. (1) One implication follows from Lemma 2.9, the other is Lemma 2.13(3).
(2) This follows from (1) and Lemma 2.13(2).
(3) We can assume that O = Oλ ⊂ Vλ. Let v0 ∈ V Uλ be a highest weight vector. Since
Z is connected, it is a G-orbit. Therefore, Z ≃ G/H ′, where G◦v0 ⊆ H ′ ⊆ Gv0 , because δ
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is finite. The group Gv0/H
′ ≃ (Gv0/G◦v0)/(H ′/G◦v0) is cyclic because Gv0/G◦v0 is cyclic by
Lemma 2.7(2b). It follows that δ is a cyclic cover of degree k := |Gv0/H ′|. Now Lemma 2.3
implies that Z ≃ Oλ
k
.
(4) We can assume that Oi = Gvi and that η(v1) = v2. Then G
◦
v2
⊆ Gv1 ⊆ Gv2 and so
G◦v1 = G
◦
v2
. Thus, O1 and O2 have the same type by Remark 2.10(1). Moreover, η
−1(v2) =
Gv2v1 ≃ Gv2/Gv1 is cyclic by Lemma 2.7(2b), hence the covering η is cyclic.
(5) Any (G-equivariant) isomorphism O
∼−→ Oλ extends to a (G-equivariant) isomorphism
O
n ∼−→ Oλ, because Oλ is normal. If O is smooth, then O n and hence Oλ are smooth, and
so Oλ = Vλ by Lemma 2.2(7). In particular, λ is indivisible by Lemma 2.7(2d). The other
implication is obvious. 
2.4. The canonical K∗-action on minimal orbits. In this section we show that there
exists a unique K∗-action on every minimal orbit O with the following properties.
(a) EveryG-equivariant morphism η : O → O′ between minimal orbits is alsoK∗-equivariant.
(b) If O ⊂ X is a minimal orbit in an affine G-variety X, then the K∗-action on O extends
to the closure O.
(c) If O ⊂ X is as in (b), then the limit limt→0 ty exists for all y ∈ O and is equal to the
unique fixed point x0 ∈ O.
(d) If O = Oλ where λ is indivisible, then the canonical action is the scalar multiplication.
Let O ≃ Oλ be a minimal orbit of type λ0, i.e. λ0 is indivisible and λ = ℓλ0 for some ℓ ∈ N,
see Definition 2.8. Since AutG(O) ≃ K∗ by Lemma 2.2(5), there are two faithful K∗-actions
on O commuting with the G-action. Both extend to the normal closure O
n
, and for one of
them we have that limt→0 ty exists for all y ∈ O and is equal to the unique fixed point in
O
n
. This action corresponds to the scalar multiplication in case O = Oλ ⊂ Vλ. We call it the
action by scalar multiplication and denote it by (t, y) 7→ t · y.
Lemma 2.14. Let O,O′ be minimal orbits, and let η : O → O′ be a G-equivariant morphism.
(1) O and O′ are of the same type, and η extends to a finite G-equivariant morphism
η˜ : O
n → O′ n.
(2) The G-equivariant morphisms η and η˜ are unique, up to scalar multiplication.
(3) If O ≃ Oλ and O′ ≃ Oλ′ , then λ′ = kλ for an integer k ≥ 1, and η : O → O′ is a
cyclic covering of degree k.
(4) For the scalar multiplication we have η(t · y) = tk · η(y) for all y ∈ O.
(5) The action by scalar multiplication on Oλ corresponds to the representation of K∗ on
O(Oλ) which has weight −n on the isotypic component O(Oλ)nλ∨ :
tf = t−n · f for t ∈ K∗, f ∈ O(Oλ)nλ∨ .
Proof. (1) This follows from Proposition 2.12(2) and the fact that O(O n) = O(O).
(2) This is clear since AutG(O) = AutG(O
n
) ≃ K∗ which is generated by the scalar
multiplication, see Lemma 2.2(5).
(3) This follows from Proposition 2.12(4) since η is a finite morphism by (1).
(4) The formula obviously holds for the morphism Oλ → Okλ induced by Vλ → Vkλ, v 7→ vk
(see Lemma 2.3). It remains to see that every G-equivariant isomorphism O
∼−→ O′ of minimal
orbits commutes with the scalar multiplication. This follows from (1) and the fact that the
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scalar multiplication is the unique faithful K∗-action on O commuting with the G-action such
that the limits limt→0 t · y exist in O n.
(5) This is clear from (3)&(4): the scalar multiplication on Vλ induces the multiplication
by t−n on the homogeneous component of O(Vλ) of degree n. 
Using this result we can now define the canonical K∗-action on minimal orbits.
Definition 2.15. Let O ≃ Oλ be a minimal orbit of type λ0, where λ = ℓλ0. The canonical
K∗-action on O is defined by
(t, y) 7→ tℓ · y for t ∈ K∗ and y ∈ O.
It follows that this K∗-action extends to O
n
such that the limits limt→0 t
ℓ · y exist in O n. If
λ is indivisible, then the canonical action on Oλ coincides with the scalar multiplication, but
it is not faithful if λ is not indivisible.
Proposition 2.16. Let O ≃ Oλ be a minimal orbit of type λ0 where λ = ℓλ0.
(1) The canonical K∗-action on O corresponds to the representation on O(O) which has
weight −n on the isotypic component O(O)nλ∨
0
. In particular, it commutes with the
G-action.
(2) If η : O → O′ is a G-equivariant morphism of minimal orbits, then η is equivariant
with respect to the canonical K∗-action.
Assume that O is embedded in an affine G-variety X and that O = O ∪ {x0} ⊆ X.
(3) The canonical K∗-action on O extends to O.
(4) For any x ∈ O the limit limt→0 tℓ · x exists in O and is equal to x0. In particular, the
canonical K∗-action on O extends to an action of the multiplicative semigroup (K, ·).
(5) We have NormG(O
U ) = NormG(O
U
) = Pλ, and the action of Pλ on O
U
is given by
px = λ(p) · x = λ0(p)ℓ · x, i.e. it factors through the canonical K∗-action.
Proof. (1) The first claim follows from Lemma 2.14(5) and obviously implies the second.
(2) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.14, statements (3) and (4).
(3) Since O(O) = O(O n) the claim holds if the closure O is normal. By (1) the canonical
K∗-action on O
n
corresponds to the grading of the coordinate ring O(O n) ≃⊕k≥0 Vkλ∨ . In
the general case, O(O) is a G-stable subalgebra of O(O n). Since the homogeneous compo-
nents Vkλ∨ are simple and pairwise non-isomorphic G-modules we see that O(O) is a graded
subalgebra, hence stable under the canonical K∗-action.
(4) This obviously holds for the scalar multiplication on Oλ ⊂ Vλ, hence in the case where
O is normal. By (3) it is true in general.
(5) We have NormG(O
U
λ ) = Pλ and px = λ(p) · x for p ∈ Pλ, x ∈ OUλ (cf. Lemma 2.2(4)).
This shows that the action of Pλ on O
U is given by the canonical K∗-action. It follows from
(3) that it extends to O, hence NormG(O
U
) = NormG(O
U ). 
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3. Graded G-algebras
Let G be a semisimple group. An affine G-varieties whose nontrivial G-orbits are minimal
orbits is called a small G-variety. We will show that the coordinate ring of a small G-variety
is a graded G-algebra, a structure that we introduce and discuss in this paragraph.
As in the previous section, we fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G, a maximal torus T ⊂ B and
denote by U := Bu the unipotent radical of B which is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G.
3.1. G-algebras and graded G-algebras.
Definition 3.1. A finitely generated commutative K-algebra R with a unit 1 = 1R, equipped
with a locally finite and rational action of G by K-algebra automorphisms is called a G-algebra.
If λ0 ∈ ΛG is an indivisible dominant weight we say that the G-algebra R is of type λ0 if
the highest weight of any simple G-submodule of R is a multiple of λ0.
For any G-algebra R we have the isotypic decomposition R =
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Rλ. If this is a
grading, i.e. if Rλ ·Rµ ⊆ Rλ+µ for all λ, µ ∈ ΛG, then R is called a graded G-algebra.
Example 3.2. Let V be a simple G-module of highest weight λ and Oλ ⊂ V the highest
weight orbit. Assume that Oλ is of type λ0, i.e. λ0 is indivisible and λ = kλ0 for a positive
integer k. Then
O(Oλ) = O(Oλ) =
⊕
j≥0
Vjλ
∨ =
⊕
j≥0
Vjkλ0
∨
by Lemma 2.2(2), and so it is a graded G-algebra of type λ∨0 . Note that, by Definition 2.15,
this grading is induced by the canonical K∗-action (t, v) 7→ tk · v on Oλ.
Definition 3.3. Let H be a group, and let W be an H-module. Define
WH :=W/〈hw −w | h ∈ H,w ∈W 〉,
and denote by πH : W →WH the projection. Then πH has the universal property that every
H-equivariant linear map ϕ : W → V where V carries the trivial action of H factors uniquely
through πH . We call πH : W →WH the universal H-projection or simply the H-projection.
If another group N acts linearly on W commuting with H, then N acts linearly on WH and
πH is N -equivariant. Note that if W is finite dimensional, then πH is the dual map to the
inclusion (W∨)H →֒W∨.
Example 3.4. Let V be a simple G-module of highest weight λ and consider the universal
U -projection πU : V → VU with respect to the action of the maximal unipotent group U ⊂ G.
Since T normalizes U we see that πU is T -equivariant and that the kernel is the direct sum
of all weight spaces of weight different from the lowest weight −λ∨. If U− ⊂ G denotes the
maximal unipotent subgroup opposite to U , then V U
−
is the lowest weight space and thus
the composition V U
− →֒ V ։ VU is a T -equivariant isomorphism.
Lemma 3.5. Let R be a graded G-algebra. Then the kernel of the universal U -projection
πU : R → RU is a graded ideal, and the composition RU− →֒ R πU→ RU is a T -equivariant
isomorphism of K-algebras.
Proof. For the isotypic component Rλ of R denote by R
′
λ ⊂ Rλ the direct sum of all weight
spaces of weight different from the lowest weight. Then Rλ = (Rλ)
U− ⊕ R′λ. Since Rλ · Rµ ⊆
Rλ+µ we get Rλ · R′µ ⊂ R′λ+µ, because the lowest weight of Rλ+µ is equal to the sum of the
lowest weights of Rλ and Rµ. It follow that
⊕
µR
′
µ = ker πU ⊂ R is an ideal, and that the
induced linear isomorphism RU
− ∼−→ RU is an isomorphism of K-algebras. 
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Example 3.6. Let X be an affine G-variety and assume that O(X) is a graded G-algebra.
Then O(XU ) = O(X)U and quotient map X → X/U induces an isomorphism XU ∼−→ X/U−.
In fact, we have O(XU ) = O(X)/√I where I is the ideal generated by the linear span
〈gf − f | g ∈ U, f ∈ O(X)〉 = ker(O(X)→ O(X)U ). Now Lemma 3.5 implies that this kernel
is an ideal, hence 〈gf − f | g ∈ U, f ∈ O(X)〉 = I, and since O(X)/I ≃ O(X)U− ⊆ O(X) we
finally get I =
√
I .
It follows that the restriction map ρ : O(X)→ O(XU ) can be identified with the universal U -
projection π : O(X)→ O(X)U , and thus, by Lemma 3.5 above, the composition O(X)U− →֒
O(X) ρ→ O(XU ) is an isomorphism. In particular, the quotient X → X/U− induces an
isomorphism XU
∼−→ X/U−.
Lemma 3.7. Let ϕ : R→ S be a G-equivariant linear map between G-modules. If the induced
linear map ϕU : RU → SU or ϕU : RU → SU is injective, then ϕ is injective. In particular,
(1) if ϕU or ϕ
U is an isomorphism, then so is ϕ;
(2) if ψ : R → S is another G-equivariant linear map such that ϕU = ψU or ϕU = ψU ,
then ϕ = ψ.
Proof. Let V ⊂ kerϕ be a nontrivial simple G-submodule. Then V U and VU are both non-
trivial. The claims follow if we show that V U ⊂ kerϕU and that VU →֒ kerϕU is injective.
The first statement is clear. For the second we remark that V is a direct summand of R,
R = V ⊕R′ as a G-module, hence RU = VU ⊕R′U . 
Now consider the action of G×G on G by left- and right-multiplication, i.e.
(g, h) · x := gxh−1.
With respect to this action one has the following well-known isotypic decomposition:
O(G) ≃
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Vλ ⊗ Vλ∨.
This means that the only simple G×G-modules occurring in O(G) are of the form V ⊗V ∨, and
they occur with multiplicity 1. The embedding V ⊗V ∨ →֒ O(G) is obtained as follows. The G-
module structure on V corresponds to a representation ρV : G→ GL(V ) ⊂ End(V ) ≃ V ∨⊗V ,
and the comorphism ρ∗V induces a G×G-equivariant embedding V ⊗V ∨ ∼−→ End(V )∨ →֒ O(G).
(The first map is defined by (v ⊗ σ)(α) = σ(α(v)) for v ∈ V , σ ∈ V ∨ and α ∈ End(V ).)
The action of U ⊂ G on G by right-multiplication induces a G-equivariant isomorphism
O(G/U) ≃ O(G)U with respect to the left-multiplication of G on G/U and on G, and we
obtain the following isomorphisms of G-modules
(∗) O(G/U) ≃ O(G)U ≃
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Vλ ⊗ (Vλ∨)U ≃
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Vλ,
giving the isotypic decomposition of O(G/U) = O(G)U . Thus O(G/U) contains every simple
G-module with multiplicity 1.
Since the torus T normalizes U there is also an action of T on O(G)U induced by the action
of G by right-multiplication, and this T -action commutes with the G-action. Thus we have a
G× T -action on O(G/U) = O(G)U .
Remark 3.8.
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(1) The isomorphism (∗) above is G× T -equivariant where T acts on O(G/U)λ ≃ Vλ by
scalar multiplication with the character λ∨. Thus the T -action on O(G/U) corresponds
to the grading given by the isotypic decomposition. In particular, O(G/U) is a graded
G-algebra.
(2) The universal U -projection πU : O(G/U) → O(G/U)U is equivariant with respect to
the T × T -action. On the one-dimensional subspace (O(G/U)λ)U ⊂ O(G/U)U the
action of (s, t) ∈ T × T is given by multiplication with λ∨(s)−1λ∨(t).
Let ε : O(G/U)→ K denote the evaluation map f 7→ f(eU). This is the comorphism of the
inclusion ι : {eU} →֒ G/U .
Lemma 3.9. The induced linear map ελ : O(G/U)λ → K is the universal U -projection
πU : O(G/U)λ → (O(G/U)λ)U , and it induces an isomorphism ε¯λ : O(G/U)U−λ
∼−→ K.
Proof. We first consider the evaluation map ε˜ : O(G)→ K, f 7→ f(e), which is the comorphism
of the inclusion ι˜ : {e} →֒ G. We claim that on the isotypic components Vλ ⊗ V ∨λ of O(G)
the map ε˜ is given by the formula ε˜(v ⊗ σ) = σ(v). In fact, let ρλ : G → GL(Vλ) ⊂ End(Vλ)
denote the representation on Vλ. Then the composition ρλ ◦ ι˜ sends e to idVλ , hence the
comorphism End(Vλ)
∨ → K is given by ℓ 7→ ℓ(idVλ). We have mentioned above that the
isomorphism V ⊗ V ∨ ∼−→ End(V )∨ is defined by (v ⊗ σ)(α) := σ(α(v)). This implies that
ε˜ : Vλ ⊗ V ∨λ
∼−→ End(V )∨ → K is given by v ⊗ σ 7→ σ(v) as claimed.
For the restriction ε of ε˜ to O(G/U) = O(G)U we thus find for v ∈ Vλ ≃ O(G/U)λ that
ε(v) = σ0(v) where σ0 is a highest weight vector in V
∨
λ . As a consequence, ε(v) 6= 0 if v has
weight −λ∨, i.e. if v ∈ O(G/H)U− . Now the claims follow from Example 3.4. 
One can use the isomorphisms ε¯λ to define elements fλ := ε¯
−1
λ (1) ∈ O(G/U)U
−
with the
following properties: fλ · fµ = fλ+µ and f0 = 1. This means that they form a multiplica-
tive submonoid of O(G/U)U− isomorphic to ΛG. In fact, there is a canonical isomorphism
K[ΛG]
∼−→ O(G/U)U− , xλ 7→ fλ.
3.2. The structure of a graded G-algebra. It is a basic fact from highest weight theory
that the structure of a G-module M is completely determined by the T -module structure
of MU . In this section we show that the structure of a graded G-algebra R is completely
determined by the structure of RU or of R
U− as a T -algebra.
Theorem 3.10. Let R be a G-module. Then there are two canonical G-equivariant isomor-
phisms
Ψ: (O(G/U) ⊗RU )T ∼−→ R and Ψ′ : (O(G/U) ⊗RU−)T ∼−→ R
where the T -action on O(G/U) is by right-multiplication and on RU , RU− induced by the
G-action on R. If R is a graded G-algebra, then Ψ and Ψ′ are isomorphisms of K-algebras.
For the proof we introduce an intermediate T -module AR. If R is a G-module, then, for
every simple G-module V of highest weight λ, there is a canonical G-equivariant isomorphism
V ⊗HomG(V,R) ∼−→ Rλ, given by v ⊗ α 7→ α(v).
In particular, we have isomorphisms O(G/U)λ ⊗ HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) ∼−→ Rλ for any domi-
nant weight λ. Recall that we have a T -action on O(G/U) by scalar-multiplication with the
character λ∨ on O(G/U)λ, see Remark 3.8(1).
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Lemma 3.11. There is a canonical G-equivariant isomorphism
(O(G/U) ⊗
⊕
λ∈ΛG
HomG(O(G/U)λ, R))T ∼−→ R.
Proof. The action of T on O(G/U)µ ⊗ HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) is by scalar multiplication with
the character µ∨ − λ∨, hence (O(G/U)µ ⊗ HomG(O(G/U)λ, R))T = 0 unless µ = λ. For
µ = λ the torus T acts trivially and so (O(G/U)λ ⊗ HomG(O(G/U)λ, R))T ∼−→ Rλ as we
have seen above. Thus the left hand side is
⊕
λ∈ΛG
O(G/U)λ ⊗ HomG(O(G/U)λ, R)T which
is canonically isomorphic to
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Rλ = R. 
Recall that we have natural T -actions on RU and R
U− and a T -equivariant isomorphism
RU
− ∼−→ RU (Lemma 3.5).
Proposition 3.12. Define the T -module AR :=
⊕
λ∈ΛG
HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) where T acts by
right-multiplication on O(G/U). Then there are canonical T -equivariant isomorphisms
ϕ : AR
∼−→ RU and ψ : AR ∼−→ RU− .
Proof. (1) We first show that for every dominant weight λ there is a canonical isomorphism
ϕλ : HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) ∼−→ (Rλ)U . For α ∈ HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) consider the composi-
tion π ◦ α : O(G/U)λ → Rλ → (Rλ)U . From the universal property of ελ : O(G/U)λ → K
(Lemma 3.9) we obtain a unique factorization
O(G/U)λ α−−−−→ Rλyελ yπλ
K α¯−−−−→ (Rλ)U
It is easy to see that the map ϕλ : HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) → (Rλ)U defined by α 7→ α¯(1) has
the required properties.
(2) Next we show that for every dominant weight λ there is a canonical isomorphism
ψλ : HomG(O(G/U)λ, R) ∼−→ (Rλ)U− . Here we us the elements fλ := ε¯−1λ (1) defined after
Lemma 3.9, and set ψλ(α) := α(fλ). Now the claim follows from (1), because ελ(fλ) = 1
and so πλ(α(fλ)) = α˜(1), i.e. π¯λ ◦ ψλ = ϕλ where π¯λ : RU−λ
∼−→ (Rλ)U is the T -equivariant
isomorphism induced by πλ (see Lemma 3.9). 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. From Lemma 3.11 above we obtain a canonical isomorphism (O(G/U)⊗
AR)
T ∼−→ R of G-modules. Now the first part of the theorem follows from Proposition 3.12.
For the last claim, we have to work out the multiplication ∗ on A = AR given by the
isomorphism ψ : AR
∼−→ RU− . If α ∈ Aµ and β ∈ Aλ, then α ∗ β ∈ Aµ+λ is uniquely defined
by (α ∗ β)(fµ+λ) = α(fµ) · β(fλ) ∈ Rµ ·Rλ ⊂ Rµ+λ. The claim follows if we show that
(†) (α ∗ β)(p · q) = α(p) · β(q) for p ∈ O(G/U)µ and q ∈ O(G/U)λ.
Since O(G/U)µ ⊗O(G/U)λ α⊗β−→ Rµ ⊗ Rλ mult−→ Rµ+λ is a G-equivariant linear map it factors
uniquely through the multiplication map O(G/U)µ ⊗O(G/U)λ → O(G/U)µ+λ:
O(G/U)µ ⊗O(G/U)λ α⊗β−−−−→ Rµ ⊗Rλymult ymult
O(G/U)µ+λ γ−−−−→ Rµ+λ
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By construction, γ is G-equivariant and has the property that γ(p · q) = α(p) · β(q) for
p ∈ O(G/U)µ, q ∈ O(G/U)λ. In particular, γ(fµ+λ) = γ(fµ·fλ) = α(fµ)·β(fλ) = (α∗β)(fµ+λ),
hence γ = α ∗ β by uniqueness, and so (†) follows. 
Remark 3.13. We will later need an explicit description of the isomorphism Ψ from The-
orem 3.10. Let f ∈ O(G/U)λ, h ∈ (Rλ)U . Proposition 3.12 shows that there is a unique G-
equivariant homomorphism α : O(G/U)λ → Rλ such that πλ(α(f)) = h, and then Ψ(f ⊗h) =
α(f) by Lemma 3.11:
O(G/U)λ α−−−−→ Rλyελ yπλ
K α¯−−−−→ (Rλ)U
Since ελ(fλ) = 1 we get α¯(1) = h and so πλ(Ψ(f ⊗h)) = πλ(α(f)) = α¯(ελ(f)) = ελ(f)h. This
shows that the diagram
(O(G/U) ⊗RU )T Ψ−−−−→ Ryε⊗id yπU
RU RU
commutes.
3.3. Deformation of G-algebras. In this subsection we give an application of the methods
developed above. The results are interesting in their own, but they will not be used in the
remaining part of the paper.1
Let R be a G-algebra with isotypic decomposition R =
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Rλ. We define a graded
G-algebra grR in the following way. As a G-module, we set grR :=
⊕
λ∈ΛG
Rλ, and the
multiplication is defined by the symmetric bilinear map
Rλ ×Rµ mult−−−−→ R pr−−−−→ Rλ+µ.
It is not difficult to see that this multiplication is associative, hence defines a K-algebra
structure on grR such that grR becomes a graded G-algebra. We now generalize Theorem 3.10
to non-graded G-algebras.
Proposition 3.14. For any G-algebra R there is a canonical G-equivariant isomorphism of
K-algebras
(O(G/U) ⊗RU−)T ∼−→ grR
Proof. The definition of the multiplication on grR implies that the subalgebra (grR)U
− ⊂ grR
is equal to the subalgebra RU
− ⊂ R since one has RU−µ ·RU
−
λ ⊆ RU
−
µ+λ. Applying Theorem 3.10
to the graded G-algebra grR, we get
(O(G/U) ⊗RU−)T = (O(G/U) ⊗ (grR)U−)T ∼−→ grR,
hence the claim. 
1The result is cited in [Bri81] as an unpublished result due to the first author and is partially reproved
there.
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Let K[t] := K[t1, . . . , tr] be the polynomial ring in r := rankG variables. Denote by
m0 := (t1, . . . , tr) ⊂ K[t] the homogeneous maximal ideal and by K[t]t the localization
K[t1, . . . , tr, t−11 , . . . , t
−1
r ]. The following Deformation Lemma shows that there exists a flat
deformation of grR whose general fiber is R.
Lemma 3.15. Let R be a G-algebra. There exists a K[t]-algebra R˜ with the following prop-
erties:
(1) R˜ is a free K[t]-module and, in particular, flat over K[t];
(2) R˜/m0R˜ ≃ grR;
(3) R˜t = K[t]t ⊗K[t] R˜ ≃ K[t]t ⊗K R.
Proof. For λ =
∑r
i=1miωi ∈ ΛG we put tλ := tm11 · · · tmrr , so that K[t] =
⊕
λKt
λ. On ΛG we
have a partial ordering:
λ ≤ µ =
∑
i
niωi ⇐⇒ mi ≤ ni for all i.
Define R≤λ :=
⊕
µ≤λRµ and R<λ :=
⊕
µ<λRµ. Since R is a G-algebra we obtain R≤λ ·R≤µ ⊆
R≤λ+µ. Therefore, the subspace
R˜ :=
⊕
λ∈ΛG
tλR≤λ ⊂ K[t]⊗R =
⊕
λ∈ΛG
tλR
is a subalgebra of K[t]⊗R which is a free K[t]-module with basis {tλrλ,j}λ,j where {rλ,j}j is
a basis of Rλ, proving (1).
We have R≤λ = Rλ ⊕R<λ which implies that m0R˜ =
⊕
λ t
λR<λ, and hence
R˜/m0R˜ ≃
⊕
λ t
λRλ ≃ grR
which gives (2). Setting ZΛG :=
∑
i Zωi we finally get
R˜t =
⊕
ρ∈ZΛGt
ρR = K[t]t ⊗K R,
proving (3). 
Remark 3.16. Let X be variety. For simplicity we assume that X is affine. Then a flat family
(Ax)x∈X of finitely generated K-algebras is a finitely generated and flat O(X)-algebra A such
that Ax := A/mxA where mx is the maximal ideal of x ∈ X.
The above lemma tells us that for a given G-algebra R there is a flat family (Rx)x∈Kr of
finitely generated G-algebras such that R0 ≃ grR and Rx ≃ R for all x from the dense open
set Kr \⋃iKei, where e1, . . . , er is the standard basis of Kr.
We say that a property P for finitely generated K-algebras is open if for any flat family
A = (Ax)x∈X of finitely generated K-algebras the subset {x ∈ X | Ax has property P} is
open in X.
Proposition 3.14 together with the Deformation Lemma 3.15 allows to show that certain
properties of the U -invariants RU also hold for R.
Example 3.17. The following result is due to Vust [Vus76, §1, The´ore`me 1]): If R is a finitely
generated G-algebra such that RU is normal, then R is normal. In fact, since RU
− ≃ RU and
O(G/U) are both normal, we see that (O(G/U) ⊗ RU−)T is normal, hence grR is normal,
by Proposition 3.14. Normality is an open property, i.e. in a flat family (Ax)x∈X of finitely
generated K-algebras the set {x ∈ X | Ax is normal} is open, see [Gro66, Corollaire 12.1.7(v)].
Since grR ≃ R0 is normal, the Deformation Lemma implies that Rx is normal for all x in an
open neighborhood W of 0 ∈ Kr. Since W meets Kr \⋃iKei it follows that R is normal.
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The argument from this example can be formalized in the following way.
Proposition 3.18. Let P be a property for finitely generated K-algebras which satisfies the
following conditions.
(i) P is open;
(ii) O(G/U) has property P;
(iii) If R and S have property P, then so does R⊗ S;
(iv) If R is a T -algebra with property P, then RT has property P.
Then a finitely generated G-algebra R has property P if RU has property P.
Proof. If RU has property P, then so does RU− . Hence, assumptions (ii)-(vi) imply that
(O(G/U) ⊗ RU−)T has property P. In particular, grR has property P by Proposition 3.14.
Now (i) implies that R has property P as well. 
Another very interesting property satisfying the assumption of the proposition above is
that of rational singularities, see [Bou87].
4. Small G-varieties
Recall that a affine G-variety is small if every nontrivial orbit is a minimal orbit. We
will show that the coordinate ring of a small G-variety is a graded G-algebra and then use
the results of the previous section to obtain important properties of small G-varieties and a
classification.
Remark 4.1. The G-action on a small G-variety X is fix-pointed which means that the
closed orbits are fixed points. This has some interesting consequences. For example, it is not
difficult to see that for a fix-pointed action the algebraic quotient π : X → X/G induces an
isomorphism XG
∼−→ X/G, cf. [BH87, §10, p. 475].
4.1. A geometric formulation. We first translate Theorem 3.10 into the geometric setting.
By a result of Hadziev ([Had67], cf. [Kra84, 3.2 Lemma]) the U -invariants O(G)U are finitely
generated, hence define an affine G-variety G/U with a G-equivariant quotient map η : G→
G/U . Since O(G/U) = O(G)U = O(G/U) the canonical G-equivariant map G/U → G/U ,
gU 7→ η(g), is birational, hence an open immersion: G/U = Gη(e) ⊂ G/U . Moreover, the
T -action on G/U by right-multiplication extends to a T -action on G/U commuting with the
G-action.
For an affine G-variety X we have a canonical G-equivariant morphism
G/U ×XU → X, (gU, x) 7→ gx,
and a T -action on G/U ×XU given by (t, (gU, x)) 7→ (gt−1U, tx). They respectively extend to
a morphism ϕ : G/U ×XU → X and a T -action on G/U ×XU . It follows that ϕ is constant
on the T -orbits, and thus induces a G-equivariant morphism
Φ: G/U ×T XU := (G/U ×XU )/T → X.
Proposition 4.2. Let X be an affine G-variety and assume that O(X) is a graded G-algebra.
Then the canonical morphism
Φ: G/U ×T XU → X
is a G-equivariant isomorphism. Its comorphism is the inverse of the isomorphism Ψ from
Theorem 3.10. Moreover, the quotient X → X/U− induces an isomorphism XU ∼−→ X/U−.
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Proof. By definition, the comorphism Φ∗ : O(X) −→ (O(G/U)⊗O(XU ))T is given as follows:
if Φ∗(f) =
∑
j fj⊗hj , then Φ∗(f)(gU, x) = f(gx) =
∑
j fj(gU)hj(x). Consider the evaluation
map ε : O(G/U) → K, f 7→ f(eU). Then f(x) =∑j ε(fj)hj(x) for all x ∈ XU , which shows
that the diagram
O(X) Φ∗−−−−→ (O(G/U) ⊗O(XU ))Tyρ yε⊗id
O(XU ) O(XU )
commutes, where ρ is the restriction map, i.e. ρ(f) =
∑
j ε(fj)hj = (ε ⊗ id)(Φ∗(f)). Since
O(X) is a graded G-algebra it follows from Example 3.6 that the restriction map ρ is equal to
the universal U -projection πU : O(X)→ O(X)U . If we show that ε⊗ id is also equal to the U -
projection πU : (O(G/U)⊗O(XU ))T →
(
(O(G/U) ⊗O(XU ))T )
U
, then Φ∗ is an isomorphism
by Lemma 3.7. We have
(O(G/U) ⊗O(XU ))T =⊕λ∈ΛG O(G/U)λ ⊗O(XU )−λ
where O(XU )µ is the T -weight space of O(XU ) of weight µ. Since the evaluation map
ελ : O(G/U)λ → K, f 7→ f(eU), is the universal U -projection (Lemma 3.9), we see that the
linear map O(G/U)λ⊗O(XU )−λ → O(XU )−λ,
∑
j fj ⊗hj 7→
∑
j ε(fj)hj , is the U -projection
as well, and the claim follows.
It remains to see that Φ∗ is equal to the inverse of Ψ from Theorem 3.10. Using again
Lemma 3.7 it suffices to show that the diagram
(O(G/U) ⊗O(XU ))T Ψ−−−−→ O(X)yε⊗id yρ
O(XU ) O(XU )
commutes. This is stated in Remark 3.13. The last claim is proved in Example 3.6. 
proved
4.2. The structure of small G-varieties.
Proposition 4.3. Let X be an irreducible small G-variety. Then the following holds.
(1) The G-action is fix-pointed, and all minimal orbits in X have the same type λ.
(2) O(X) is a graded G-algebra of type λ∨.
(3) The quotient X → X/U− restricts to an isomorphism XU ∼−→ X/U−. In particular,
X is normal if and only if XU is normal.
We call such a variety X a small G-variety of type λ.
Proof. (1) By hypothesis, any non-trivial orbit O ⊂ X is minimal, so O = O ∪ {x0} where
x0 ∈ XG by Proposition 2.12(1). In particular, the G-action is fix-pointed.
We can assume that X is a closed G-stable subvariety of a G-module W . Let O ⊂ X be a
non-trivial orbit. There is a linear projection p : W → V onto a simple G-module V of highest
weight λ such that O * ker p. Proposition 2.12(5) implies that p(O) = Oλ and that O is of
the same type as Oλ. The same is true for all orbits O
′ from the open subset X ′ := X \ ker p
of X. Since X is irreducible all minimal orbits are of type λ.
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(2) Let λ be the type of the minimal orbits of X, and let O ≃ Oµ be an orbit in X,
µ = ℓλ. As explained in Example 3.2, we have O(O) = O(O) = ⊕k≥0 Vkµ∨ . If V ⊂ O(X)
is a non-trivial simple submodule and 0 6= f ∈ V , then there is a nontrivial orbit O such
that f |O 6= 0. This implies that the G-equivariant restriction ρ : O(X) → O(O) induces an
isomorphism V
∼−→ ρ(V ) of simple modules. It follows that V has highest weight kλ∨ for some
k ≥ 1.
It remains to see that O(X) is a graded G-algebra. Let V1 ⊂ O(X)k1λ∨ , V2 ⊂ O(X)k2λ∨
be simple submodules, and assume that V1 · V2 * O(k1+k2)λ∨ . Then we can find fi ∈ Vi such
that the product f1 · f2 ∈ O(X) has the form f1 · f2 =
∑
j hj where hj ∈ O(X)ℓjλ∨ \ {0}
with distinct ℓj and at least one ℓj 6= k1 + k2. There exists a non-trivial orbit O such that
all functions f1, f2, hj do not vanish on O. It follows that the restrictions f¯1, f¯2, h¯j ∈ O(O)
are nonzero, that f¯1 · f¯2 =
∑
j h¯j , f¯i ∈ O(O)kiλ∨ and h¯j ∈ O(O)ℓjλ∨ . Since O(O) is a graded
G-algebra (Example 3.2) we have f¯1 · f¯2 ∈ O(O)(k1+k2)λ∨ which contradicts our assumptions
on the ℓj .
(3) This follows from (2), Proposition 4.2 and the fact that X is normal if and only if
X/U− is normal ([Vus76, §1, The´ore`me 1], cf. Example 3.17). 
Proposition 4.4. Let X be an irreducible small G-variety of type λ.
(1) There is a unique K∗-action on X which induces the canonical K∗-action on each
minimal orbit and commutes with the G-action. The action on XU is fix-pointed, and
XU/K∗ ∼−→ X/G ∼←− XG.
(2) The morphism G×XU → X, (g, x) 7→ gx, induces a G-equivariant isomorphism
Φ: Oλ ×K∗ XU ∼−→ X
where K∗ acts on Oλ by the inverse of the scalar multiplication: (t, x) 7→ t−1 · x.
(3) We have StabG(X
U ) = Pλ, and the G-equivariant morphism
Θ: G×Pλ XU → X, [g, x] 7→ gx,
is proper, surjective and birational and induces an isomorphism between the algebras
of regular functions.
Proof. (1) By Proposition 4.3(2) O(X) is a graded G-algebra of type λ∨. If we define the K∗-
action on O(X) such that the isotypic component of type nλ∨ has weight n, then this action
is fix-pointed and restricts to the the canonical K∗-action on the closure of each minimal orbit
(Proposition 2.16(3)). Since X is the union of the closures of the minimal orbits, this K∗-action
is unique. By Proposition 2.16(1) the K∗-action and the G-action commute on the closure of
every minimal orbit, hence they commute on X. We have XG = (XU )K
∗
and the K∗-action
on XU is fix-pointed, since this holds for the closure of a minimal orbit. This implies that
XG = (XU )K
∗ ∼−→ XU/K∗, and XG ∼−→ X/G since the G-action is fix-pointed which yields
the remaining claims.
(2) Choose x0 ∈ OUλ and consider the G-equivariant morphism η : G/U → Oλ induced
by gU 7→ gx0. Define D := kerλ ⊂ T . We claim that η is the algebraic quotient under the
action of D. In fact, the action of t ∈ T on O(G/U)µ is by scalar multiplication with µ∨(t)
(Remark 3.8(1)). Hence, the action of D is trivial if and only if µ is a multiple of λ∨. This
implies that
O(G/U)D =⊕µ∈ΛG O(G/U)Dµ =⊕k≥0 Vkλ∨ ≃ O(Oλ),
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see Lemma 2.2(2). In particular, the T -action on Oλ factors through λ : T → K∗ and the
induced K∗-action is the canonical K∗-action. Since D acts trivially on XU we get (G/U ×
XU )/D = Oλ ×XU , hence
G/U ×T XU = (G/U ×D XU )/T = (Oλ ×XU )/T.
By construction, the T -action on Oλ × XU is given by t(v, x) = (λ(t)−1 · v, tx), i.e. by the
inverse of the canonical K∗-action on Oλ and the given action on XU . Hence (Oλ×XU )/T =
Oλ ×K∗ XU , and the claim follows from Proposition 4.2.
(3) Consider the action of Pλ on G × XU given by p(g, x) = (gp−1, px). Then the action
map G×XU → X, (g, x) 7→ gx, factors through the quotient
G×Pλ XU := (G×XU )/Pλ.
For Θ we have the following factorization:
Θ: G×Pλ XU ⊆−−−−→ G×Pλ X [g,x] 7→(gPλ,gx)−−−−−−−−−→
≃
G/Pλ ×X prX−−−−→ X
where the first map is a closed immersion and the second an isomorphism. Since G/Pλ is
complete it follows that Θ is proper. Moreover, Θ is surjective, because every G-orbit meets
XU . We claim that Θ induces a bijection G×Pλ (XU \XG)→ X \XG which implies that Θ
is birational. Indeed, if x ∈ XU \XG, then x ∈ OU for a minimal orbit O ⊂ X. If gx = g′x′
for some x′ ∈ XU , g′ ∈ G, then x′ ∈ OU , hence x′ = qx for some q ∈ Pλ, because the action
of Pλ on O
U is transitive. It follows that g−1g′q ∈ Gx ⊂ Pλ, hence p := g−1g′ ∈ Pλ. Thus
[g′, x′] = [gp, x′] = [g, px′] = [g, x].
It remains to see that the comorphism of Θ is an isomorphism on the global functions. Let
Kλ be the kernel of the character λ : Pλ → K∗. Then G/Kλ ≃ Oλ, and the action of Pλ on
G by right-multiplication induces an action of K∗ = Pλ/Kλ on G/Kλ by right-multiplication
corresponding to the canonical action on Oλ. This gives the G-equivariant isomorphisms
G×Pλ XU ∼−→ G/Gλ ×K∗ XU ∼−→ Oλ ×K∗ XU ,
and the claim follows from (2). 
Example 4.5. Let X := Oµ ⊂ Vµ be the closure of the minimal orbit in Vµ, and let µ = ℓλ
where λ is indivisible. Then XU = K, and from Proposition 4.4(2) we get an isomorphism
Oλ ×K∗ K ≃ X = Oµ,
where K∗ acts on Oλ by the inverse of the canonical action, (t, x) 7→ λ(t−1) · x, and by the
canonical action on K = Oµ which is the scalar multiplication with µ(t).
The second statement of Proposition 4.4 says that a small G-variety X can be reconstructed
from the K∗-variety XU . In order to give a more precise statement we introduce the following
notion. A K∗-action on an affine variety Y is called positively fix-pointed if for every y ∈ Y
the limit limt→0 ty exists and is therefore a fixed point.
For a fix-pointed K∗-action on an irreducible affine variety Y either the action is positively
fix-pointed or the inverse action (t, y) 7→ t−1y is positively fix-pointed. In fact, for any y ∈ Y
either limt→0 ty or limt→∞ ty exists. Embedding Y equivariantly into a K∗-module one sees
that the subsets Y+ := {y ∈ Y | limt→0 ty exists} and Y− := {y ∈ Y | limt→∞ ty exists}
are closed. As Y is irreducible, this yields the claim. (The claim does not hold for connected
K∗-varieties, as the example of the union of the coordinate lines in the two-dimensional rep-
resentation t(x, y) := (tx, t−1y) shows.)
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Remark 4.6. A positively fix-pointed K∗-action on Y extends to an action of the multiplica-
tive semigroup (K, ·), and the morphism K × Y → Y , (s, y) 7→ sy, induces an isomorphism
K×K∗ Y ∼−→ Y . This follows from the commutative diagram
Y
y 7→(1,y)−−−−−→ K× Y (s,y)7→sy−−−−−−→ YyidY
yπ yidY
Y −−−−→ K×K∗ Y −−−−→ Y
where the compositions of the horizontal maps are the identity.
Lemma 4.7. Let Y be a positively fix-pointed affine K∗-variety and let λ ∈ ΛG be indivisible.
Consider the K∗-action on Oλ × Y given by t(v, y) := (λ(t)−1 · v, ty). Then
X := Oλ ×K∗ Y = (Oλ × Y )/K∗
is a small G-variety of type λ where the action of G is induced by the action on Oλ. Moreover,
there is canonical K∗-equivariant isomorphism XU ∼−→ Y .
Proof. By definition, X is an affine G-variety. For x = [v, y] ∈ Oλ ×K∗ Y , v 6= 0, the G-orbit
Gx ⊂ X is the image of Oλ×{y} in X, hence a minimal orbit of type λ (Proposition 2.12(5)).
As a consequence, X is a small G-variety of type λ. Furthermore, since the canonical K∗-action
on Oλ
n
commutes with the G-action, we have
XU = (Oλ ×K∗ Y )U = OλU ×K∗ Y ≃ K×K∗ Y ∼−→ Y,
where the last morphism is given by [t, y] 7→ ty which is an isomorphism, as explained in
Remark 4.6 above. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. This corollary follows from Proposition 4.4(2) and Lemma 4.7. 
4.3. Smoothness of small G-varieties. Before describing the smoothness properties of
small varieties, let us look at some examples. As before, G is always a semisimple algebraic
group.
Remark 4.8. Let W be a G-module whose non-trivial orbits are all minimal. We claim that
W is a simple G-module and contains a single non-trivial orbit which is minimal. In particular,
the highest weight of W is indivisible.
Indeed, all minimal orbits in W have the same type by Lemma 4.3(1) and therefore the
same dimension d > 1 by Remark 2.10(2), and every minimal orbit meets WU in a punctured
line, by Lemma 2.2(3). This implies that dimW = dimWU − 1 + d. Let W =⊕mi=1 Vi be the
decomposition into simple G-modules. Every factor contains a dense minimal orbit, all non-
trivial orbits are minimal and hence of the same type by Lemma 4.3(1). By Lemma 2.2(6), a
simple G-module contains at most one minimal orbit, hence dimW = md. Since dimWU = m
we find md = m− 1 + d, and so m = 1.
Remark 4.9. If a small G-variety X is smooth and contains exactly one fixed point, then
X is a simple G-module Vλ containing a dense minimal orbit, and λ is indivisible. Indeed,
smoothness and having exactly one fixed point imply by Luna’s Slice theorem [Lun73, §III.1
Corollaire 2] that X is a G-module, and the rest follows from the remark above.
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Example 4.10. Let Kn be the standard representation of SLn, and setW := (Kn)⊕m. Define
Y := Ke1 ⊕Ke1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Ke1 ⊂W where e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0), and set X := SLn Y ⊆W . Since Y
is B-stable and closed it follows that X is a closed and SLn-stable subvariety of W with the
following properties (cf. Example 2.11).
(1) X contains a single closed SLn-orbit, namely the fixed point {0}.
(2) Every nontrivial orbit O ⊂ X is minimal of type ε1, and O ≃ Kn as an SLn-variety.
In particular, X is a small SLn-variety.
(3) Since XU = Y is normal (even smooth), X is also normal, by Lemma 4.3(3).
However, by Remark 4.9 and (2), X is not smooth if m > 1.
Example 4.11. Let W := K3 be the K∗-module with weights (2, 1, 0), i.e. t(x, y, z) :=
(t2 · x, t · y, z). The homogeneous function f := xz − y2 defines a normal K∗-stable closed
subvariety Y = V(f) ⊂ K3 with an isolated singularity at 0. The invariant z defines the
quotient π = z : Y → K = Y/K∗. The (reduced) fibers of π are isomorphic to K, but Y is not
a line bundle, because the zero fiber is not reduced. The action of K∗ is given by (t, s) 7→ t · s
on the fibers over K\{0} and by (t, s) 7→ t2 ·s on the zero fiber. In fact, the zero fiber contains
the point (1, 0, 0) which is fixed by {±1}, but not by K∗.
By Lemma 4.7, X := Oε1 ×K
∗
Y is a small G-variety and XU ≃ Y , hence X is normal
(Lemma 4.3(3)). Moreover, X/G ≃ Y/K∗ = K by Proposition 4.4(1). All fibers of the quotient
map π : X → X/G = K different from the zero fiber are isomorphic to K3 = Oε1 , but
π−1(0) ≃ O2ε1 .
Concerning the smoothness of small G-varieties we have the following rather strong result,
cf. Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 4.12. Let X be an irreducible small G-variety of type λ, and consider the following
statements.
(i) The quotient π : X → X/G is a G-vector bundle with fiber Vλ.
(ii) K∗ acts faithfully on XU , the quotient XU → XU/K∗ is a line bundle, and Vλ = Oλ.
(iii) The quotient XU \XG → XU/K∗ is a principal K∗-bundle, and Vλ = Oλ.
(iv) The closures of the minimal orbits of X are smooth and pairwise disjoint.
(v) The quotient morphism π : X → X/G is smooth.
Then the assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent and imply (iii)–(v). If X (or XU ) is normal,
all assertions are equivalent.
Furthermore, X is smooth if and only if X/G is smooth and π : X → X/G is a G-vector
bundle.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): If X → X/G is a G-vector bundle with fiber Vλ, then the induced morphism
XU → X/G = XU/K∗ is a subbundle with fiber V Uλ ≃ K, hence a line bundle.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Since Oλ = Vλ we have a canonical isomorphism Vλ×K∗XU ∼−→ X where K∗ acts
by the inverse of the scalar multiplication on Vλ, see Proposition 4.4(2)). If X
U → XU/K∗ is
a line bundle, then it looks locally like K ×W prW−→ W , and K∗ acts by scalar multiplication
on K. Hence Vλ ×K∗ XU looks locally like
Vλ ×K∗ (K×W ) = (Vλ ×K∗ K)×W ≃ Vλ ×W
where we use the canonical isomorphism Vλ ×K∗ K ∼−→ Vλ, [v, s] 7→ s · v, see Remark 4.6. This
shows that Vλ ×K∗ XU ∼−→ X is a G-vector bundle over XU/K∗ = X/G.
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(i) ⇒ (v): This is obvious.
(v) ⇒ (iv): The (reduced) fibers of π : X → X/G are small G-varieties with a unique fixed
point. If such a fiber F is smooth, then F ≃ Vλ and Vλ = Oλ by Remark 4.9.
(iv)⇒ (iii): If the closure of a minimal orbit O is smooth, then O ≃ Oλ and Oλ = Vλ, again
by Remark 4.9. It follows that the action of K∗ on XU \XG is free and so P := XU \XG →
XU/K∗ is a principal K∗-bundle.
(iii) ⇒ (ii) if XU is normal: If P := XU \ XG → XU/K∗ is a principal K∗-bundle and
L := K×K∗ P → XU/K∗ the associated line bundle, then there is a canonical morphism (see
Remark 4.6)
σ : L = K×K∗ (XU \XG) −→ K×K∗ XU ≃ XU .
By construction, σ is bijective, hence an isomorphism, because XU is normal.
It remains to prove the last statement where one implication is clear. Assume that X
is smooth. Since the G-action is fix-pointed, it follows from [BH85, (10.3) Theorem] that
π : X → X/G is a G-vector bundle. 
5. Computations
In this paragraph we calculate the invariants mG, dG and rG which are defined for any
simple algebraic group G in the following way:
mG := min{dimO | O a minimal orbit},
dG := min{dimO | O a non-minimal quasi-affine non-trivial orbit},
rG := min{codimH | H $ G reductive}.
For any orbit O in an affine G-variety X we have dimO ≥ dimOλ (Lemma 2.5). An orbit
O ≃ G/H with H reductive is affine and thus cannot be minimal (Lemma 2.2(2)).
If O ⊂ X is an orbit of dimension mG, then it is either minimal or closed. In fact, if O is not
closed, then O\O must be a fixed point since it cannot contain an orbit of positive dimension.
This implies, by Proposition 2.12(1), that O is minimal. This shows that if dG = mG, then
dG = rG. Hence we get
(1) rG ≥ dG ≥ mG, and dG > mG in case rG > mG.
If dG > mG, then an irreducible G-variety X of dimension < dG is small and we can apply
our results about small G-varieties.
For simplicity, we assume from now on that G is simply connected.
5.1. Notation. Let G be a simple group. As before, we fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G, a
maximal torus T ⊂ B, and denote by W := NormG(T )/T the Weyl group. The monoid
of dominant weights ΛG ⊂ X(T ) := Hom(T,K∗) is freely generated by the fundamental
weights ω1, . . . , ωr, i.e. ΛG =
⊕r
i=1Nωi (see Section 2.1). We denote by Φ = ΦG ⊂ X(T )
the root system of G, by Φ+ = Φ+G ⊂ Φ the set of positive roots corresponding to B and by
∆ = ∆G ⊂ Φ+ the set of simple roots. Furthermore, g := LieG, b := LieB and h := LieT
are the Lie algebras of G, B and T , respectively, gα ⊂ g is the root subspace of α ∈ Φ and
Gα ⊂ G the corresponding root subgroup of G, isomorphic to K+.
The nodes of the Dynkin diagram of G are the simple roots ∆G. We will use the Bourbaki-
labeling of the nodes:
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An:
α1 α2 αn−1 αn
Bn:
α1 α2 αn−1 αn
Cn:
α1 α2 αn−1 αn
Dn:
α1 α2 αn−2
αn−1
αn
E6:
α1
α2
α3 α4 α5 α6
E7:
α1
α2
α3 α4 α5 α6 α7
E8:
α1
α2
α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8
F4:
α1 α2 α3 α4
G2:
α1 α2
We also have a canonical bijection between the simple roots ∆G = {α1, . . . , αr} and the
fundamental weights {ω1, . . . , ωr} induced by the Weyl group invariant scalar product (·, ·)
on X(T )R := X(T ) ⊗Z R:
2(ωi, αj)
(αj , αj)
= δij .
For any root α we denote by σα the corresponding reflection of X(T )R:
σα(β) := β − 2(β, α)
(α,α)
α
5.2. Parabolic subgroups. We now recall some classical facts about parabolic subgroups
of G, cf. [Hum75, §29-30].
If R ⊂ ∆ is a set of simple roots and I := ∆ \ R the complement we define P (R) :=
BWIB ⊆ G where WI ⊆ W is the subgroup generated by the reflections σi corresponding to
the elements of I. Any parabolic subgroup of G containing B is of the form P (R), and we
have R ⊆ S if and only if P (S) ⊆ P (R), with R = S being equivalent to P (R) = P (S). In
particular, P (∅) = G and P (∆) = B, and the P (αi) := P ({αi}) are the maximal parabolic
subgroups of G containing B.
Consider the Levi decomposition P (R) = L(R)⋉U(R), where U(R) is the unipotent radical
of P (R) and L(R) the Levi part of P (R) containing T , i.e. L(G) = CentG(Z) where Z :=⋂
α∈I kerα ⊆ T . In particular, L(R) is reductive, and so its derived subgroup (L(R), L(R)) is
semisimple. The connected center Cent(L(R))◦ of L(R) is equal to Z, and hence
dimCent(L(R)) = dimZ = dimT − |∆ \ I| = |I|.
It follows that
(2) dim(L(R), L(R)) = dimL(R)− dimCent(L(R)) = dimL(R)− |I|.
On the level of Lie algebras, we have
p(R) := LieP (R) = h⊕⊕α∈Θ gα where Θ := Φ+ ∪ (Φ− ∩∑α∈I Zα).
If ΦI ⊆ Φ is the subsystem generated by I we get
p(R) = l(R)⊕ u(R), l(R) := LieL(R) = h⊕
⊕
α∈ΦI
gα,
u(R) := LieU(R) =
⊕
α∈Φ+\ΦI
gα
Moreover, if R ⊆ S, we have l(S) ⊆ l(R) and u(S) ⊆ u(R).
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Setting u− :=
⊕
gα⊂u
g−α, we get dim u
− = dim u and g = u− ⊕ p = u− ⊕ l⊕ u, hence
(3) dim g− dim l = 2dim u = 2dim(g/p).
Furthermore, (2) and (3) yield
(4) dim u =
1
2
(dim g− dim[l, l] − |I|).
Remark 5.1. The following facts will be important in our calculations of the invariants mG
and dG. From the Dynkin diagram of G we can read off the semisimple type of L(R) by simply
removing the nodes corresponding to the roots in R. Moreover, we have gα ⊂ u(R) for any
α ∈ R, and one can determine the irreducible representation V (α) ⊆ u(R) of L(R) generated
by gα, because gα ⊂ V (α) is the lowest weight space.
It is easy to see that the Lie subalgebra generated by V (α) consists of all root spaces gβ
where β is a positive root containing α. In the special case R = {αi} this implies that u(αi)
is equal to the Lie subalgebra generated by V (αi).
5.3. The parabolic Pλ. Recall that for a simple G-module with highest weight λ the sub-
group
Pλ := NormG(V
U
λ ) = NormG(O
U
λ )
is a parabolic subgroup of G, and λ induces a character λ : Pλ → K∗. For v ∈ V Uλ , v 6= 0, we
have
Oλ = Gv and Gv = ker(λ : Pλ → K∗).
In particular, dimOλ = codimG Pλ + 1 (Lemma 2.2). As above there is a well-defined Levi
decomposition Pλ = Lλ ⋉ Uλ where T ⊆ Lλ, which carries over to the Lie algebra:
pλ := LiePλ = lλ ⊕ uλ, lλ := LieLλ, uλ := LieUλ.
Since Pλ contains B it is of the form P (R) where the subset R ⊆ ∆G has the following
description.
Lemma 5.2.
(1) If λ =
∑r
i=1miωi, then Pλ = P (R) where R := {αi ∈ ∆G | mi = 0}.
(2) We have Pλ = Pλ′ if the same ωi appear in λ and λ
′. More generally, if every ωi
appearing in λ′ also appears in λ, then Pλ ⊆ Pλ′ , Lλ ⊆ Lλ′ and Uλ ⊆ Uλ′ .
(3) Pkωi = P (αi) for all k > 0, and these are the maximal parabolic subgroups of G
containing B.
Proof. (1) Set I := {αi ∈ ∆G | mi 6= 0} and R := ∆G \ I. Since G◦v = ker λ◦ =
⋂
α∈I kerα we
get from Lemma 2.2(4) that Pλ = NormG(G
◦
v) = NormG(
⋂
α∈I kerα) = P (R).
(2) follows from (1) and (3) from (2). 
5.4. The invariant mG. It follows from (5.3), that
mG = min
λ∈ΛG
dimOλ = min
λ∈ΛG
codimG Pλ + 1.
So, it suffices to calculate
(5) pG := min{dimG/P | P $ G a parabolic subgroup} = mG − 1.
For this it is clearly sufficient to consider the maximal parabolic subgroups Pωi = P (αi).
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Lemma 5.3. The following table lists the invariants mG and pG for the simple groups G, the
corresponding maximal parabolic subgroups Pω as well as the dimensions of the fundamental
representations Vω. The last column gives some indication about Oω where the null cone NV
appears only in case NV $ V .
G mG pG maximal Pω dimVω Oω
An, n ≥ 1 n+ 1 n Pω1 , Pωn n+ 1, n + 1 Kn+1, (Kn+1)∨
B2 4 3 Pω1 , Pω2 5, 4 NVω1 , Vω2
Bn, n ≥ 3 2n 2n− 1 Pω1 2n + 1 NVω1
Cn, n ≥ 3 2n 2n− 1 Pω1 2n Vω1
D4 7 6 Pω1 , Pω3 , Pω4 8, 8, 8 NVω1 ,NVω3 ,NVω4
Dn, n ≥ 5 2n− 1 2n− 2 Pω1 2n NVω1
E6 17 16 Pω1 , Pω6 27, 27 $ NVωi , i = 1, 6
E7 28 27 Pω7 56 $ NVω7
E8 58 57 Pω8 248 $ NLieE8
F4 16 15 Pω1 , Pω4 52, 26 $ NVωi , i = 1, 4
G2 6 5 Pω1 , Pω2 7, 14 NVω1 , $ NLieG2
Table 2. Minimal orbits for the simple groups
Proof. By (3), we have to find the maximal dimensional Levi subgroups Lωi . For this it suffices
to compute the maximum of dim(Lωi , Lωi). The Dynkin diagram of di := [lωi , lωi ] is obtained
by removing the i-th node from the Dynkin diagram of G. Now a short calculation in each
case will give the possible ωi from which we will obtain columns 2–5 of Table 2. For the last
column, we use that
Oωi ⊆ NVωi where dimOωi = codimPωi + 1 =
1
2
(dimG− dim di − 1) + 1,
see Lemma 2.2(1) and (4) and Section 5.2 above.
We now apply the above strategy to each simple group G. In each case, dim di turns out to
be quadratic in i and achieves its minimum on the interval [1, n]. Hence, if di is of maximal
dimension, then i is either 1 or n.
(row An) For i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain di = sli ⊕ sln−i+1. It is of maximal dimension for
i = 1, n. Furthermore, Vω1 = K
n+1 and Vωn = (K
n+1)∨ are the the standard representation of
SLn+1 and its dual which yields codimPω1 = codimPω2 = n and Oωi = Vωi .
(rows B2 = C2 and Bn) For i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain di = sli ⊕ so2(n−i)+1. It is of maximal
dimension for i = 1 if n ≥ 3 and for i = 1, 2 if n = 2. Furthermore, Vω1 = K2n+1 is
the standard representation of SO2n+1, and the quotient Vω1/ SO2n+1 ≃ K is given by the
invariant quadratic form. In particular, dimNVω1 = 2n, and SO2n+1 acts transitively on the
isotropic vectors NVω1 \ {0}, hence Oω1 = NVω1 . This gives the row Bn, n ≥ 3, and half of the
row B2.
If n = 2, then Vω2 is the standard representation K
4 of Sp4, hence Oω2 = K
4 \ {0}, giving
the other part of the row B2.
(row Cn) Here we get di = sli⊕ sp2(n−i) which is of maximal dimension for i = 1. Further-
more, Vω1 = K
2n is the standard representation of Sp2n, and Oω1 = Vω1 , hence mSp2n = 2n.
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(rows D4 and Dn) For i = 1, . . . , n − 3, we get di = sli ⊕ so2(n−i). Moreover, dn−2 =
sln−2 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ sl2 and dn−1 = dn = sln. They are maximal dimensional for i = 1 if n ≥ 5 and
for i = 1, 3 and 4 if n = 4. Furthermore, Vω1 = K
2n is the standard representation of SO2n,
and we get the claim for Dn, n ≥ 5 and for Vω1 in case n = 4. In this case, Vω3 and Vω4 are
conjugate to the standard representation Vω1 = K
8 by an outer automorphism of D4. For the
standard representation V we have V/G = K, given by the invariant quadratic form, and the
nullcone consists of two orbits, {0} and the minimal orbit of nonzero isotropic vectors.
(row E6) Here we find d1 = d6 = so10, d2 = sl6, d3 = d5 = sl2⊕sl5, d4 = sl3⊕sl2⊕sl3. The
maximal dimension is reached for i = 1, 6, and we get pE6 = 16. The representations Vω1 and
Vω6 of dimension 27 are dual to each other. The quotient Vω1/E6 = K is given by the cubic
invariant of Vω1 (see [Sch78, Table 5b]), and so dimNVω1 = 26. It follows that Oωi $ NVωi ,
i = 1, 6.
(row E7) We have d1 = so12, d2 = sl7, d3 = sl2 ⊕ sl6, d4 = sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ sl4, d5 = sl5 ⊕ sl3,
d6 = so10⊕sl2, d7 = E6. The maximal dimension is reached for i = 7, and we get pE7 = 27. We
have dimVω7 = 56 and dimVω7/E7 = 1 (see for instance [Sch78, Table 5a]), hence NVω7 ⊂ Vω7
has codimension 1 and so Oω7 $ NVω7 .
(row E8) Here we obtain d1 = so14, d2 = sl8, d3 = sl2 ⊕ sl7, d4 = sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ sl5, d5 =
sl5 ⊕ sl4, d6 = so10 ⊕ sl3, d7 = E6 ⊕ sl2, d8 = E7. The maximal dimension is reached for
i = 8, and we get pE8 = 57. Moreover, Vω8 is the adjoint representation of dimension 248,
dimNVω8 = dimE8 − rankE8 = 240 ([KW06, Example 2.1]), and thus Oω8 $ NVω8 .
(row F4) We have d1 = sp6, d2 = d3 = sl2 ⊕ sl3, d4 = so7, and the maximal dimension
is reached for i = 1, 4. This yields pF4 = 15. Moreover, Vω1 is the adjoint representation
of dimension 52, thus dimNVω1 = dimF4 − rankF4 = 48, and so Oω1 $ NVω1 . The other
representation Vω4 has dimension 26, is cofree and dimVω4/G = 2, cf. [Sch78, Table 5a].
Hence dimNω4 = 24 and thus Oω4 $ NVω4 .
(row G2) We have d1 = d2 = sl2 and hence pG2 = 5 and dimOωi = 6. Furthermore
dimVω1 = 7, dimVω2 = 14 and G2 preserves a quadratic form on Vω1 (see [FH91, §22.3])
which implies that Oω1 = NVω1 . Moreover, Vω2 is the adjoint representation, dimNVω2 =
dimG2 − rankG2 = 12 and hence Oω2 $ NVω2 . 
Remark 5.4. The lemma above has the following consequence. Let G be a simple group. If
Oλ is smooth, then we are in one of the following cases:
(1) G = SLn and λ = ω1 or λ = ωn, i.e. Oλ is the standard representation or its dual.
(2) G = Sp2n and λ = ω1, i.e. Oλ is the standard representation.
In fact, if Oλ is smooth, then Oλ = Vλ by Lemma 2.2(7), and the claim follows from the
last column of Table 2 in Lemma 5.3.
Now we can prove the first theorem from the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.5 implies that X → X/G is a G-vector bundle with fiber
Vλ, where λ is the type of X, and the minimal orbits are smooth. This means that Oλ = Vλ,
by Lemma 2.2(7), and the claim follows from Remark 5.4 above. 
5.5. The invariant rG. In this section, we compute the invariant
rG = min{codimGH | H $ G reductive}
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which is the minimal dimension of a nontrivial affine G-orbit. These orbits are never minimal
orbits, by Lemma 2.2(2).
Lemma 5.5. The following table lists the types of the proper reductive subgroups H of the
simple groups G of maximal dimension, their codimension rG = codimGH and the invariant
mG from Lemma 5.3. (In the table T1 denotes the 1-dimensional torus.)
G A3 An, n 6= 3 Bn Cn, n ≥ 3 Dn, n ≥ 4 E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
H B2 An−1 × T1 Dn Cn−1 × A1 Bn−1 F4 E6 × T1 E7 × A1 B4 A2
rG 5 2n 2n 4(n − 1) 2n− 1 26 54 112 16 6
mG 4 n+ 1 2n 2n 2n− 1 17 28 58 16 6
Table 3. Maximal reductive subgroups of simple groups
Proof. The classification of maximal subalgebras h of a simple Lie algebra g is due to Dynkin,
see [Dyn52a, Dyn52b]. His results are reformulated in [GOV94, chap.6, §1 and §3].
(a) If h is maximal reductive of maximal rank ℓ := rank g, then the classification is given in
[GOV94, Corollary to Theorem 1.2, p.186] (the results are listed in Tables 5 and 6, pp. 234–
235). From these tables one gets the following candidates for reductive subalgebras of minimal
codimension.2
g An, n ≥ 1 Bn, n ≥ 2 Cn, n ≥ 3 Dn, n ≥ 4 E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
h An−1 × T1 Dn Cn−1 × A1 Dn−1 × T1 A5 × A1 E6 × T1 E7 × A1 B4 A2
codim 2n 2n 4(n− 1) 4(n− 1) 40 54 112 16 6
(b) If h ⊂ g is a maximal subalgebra, then it is either semisimple or parabolic, [GOV94,
Theorem 1.8]. Since the Levi parts of the parabolic subalgebras have maximal rank the second
case does not produce any new candidate. It is therefore sufficient to look at the maximal
semisimple subalgebras.
For the exceptional groups G the classification is given in [GOV94, Theorem 3.4], and one
finds one new case, namely F4 ⊂ E6 which has codimension 26. Thus the claim is proved for
the exceptional groups.
(c) From now on G is a classical group and we can use [GOV94, Theorems 3.1–3.3]. From the
first two theorems one finds the new candidates Bn−1 ⊂ Dn of codimension 2n− 1, including
B2 ⊂ A3 of codimension 5. This gives the following table.
G SL4 SLn, n 6= 4 SOn, n ≥ 4 Spn, n = 2m ≥ 4
H Sp4 GLn−1 SOn−1 Spn−2× SL2
dimH 10 (n− 1)2 n2−3n2 + 1 n
2−3n
2 + 4
cG := codimGH 5 2n − 2 n− 1 2n − 4
Our claim is that cG = rG, i.e. that we have found the minimal codimensions of reductive
subgroups of the classical groups. In order to prove this we have to show that [GOV94,
Theorems 3.3] does not give any reductive subgroup of smaller codimension:
If H $ G is an irreducible simple subgroup of a classical group G = SLn,SOn,Spn, then
codimGH ≥ cG (irreducible means that the representation of H →֒ GLn is irreducible).
2One has to be careful since the tables contain several errors.
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Now the table above implies the following. Assume n ≥ 4. If H $ G ⊂ GLn is an irreducible
subgroup of a classical group G = SLn,SOn,Spn and dimH < d(n) :=
n2−3n
2 + 1, then
codimGH > cG, and so H can be omitted.
The following table contains the minimal dimensions of irreducible representations of the
simply connected exceptional groups. They have been calculated using [FH91, Exercise 24.9]
which says that one has only to consider the fundamental representations.
H E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
dimH 78 133 248 52 14
λ ω1, ω6 ω7 ω8 ω4 ω1
n = dimVλ 27 56 248 26 7
In all cases we have dimH < d(n) = n
2−3n
2 + 1, so that codimGH > cG for an exceptional
group H.
(d) It remains to consider the simple subgroups H $ G of classical type where G =
SLn,SOn,Spn.
(d1) The irreducible representations H → SLn of minimal dimension of a group H of
classical type are given by the following table. It is obtained by using again the fact that one
has only to consider the fundamental representations, see [FH91, Exercise 24.9].
H Aℓ B2 Bℓ, ℓ ≥ 3 Cℓ, ℓ ≥ 3 D4 Dℓ, ℓ ≥ 5
dimH ℓ(ℓ+ 2) 10 ℓ(2ℓ+ 1) ℓ(2ℓ+ 1) 28 ℓ(2ℓ− 1)
λ ω1, ωℓ ω2 ω1 ω1 ω1, ω3, ω4 ω1
n = dimVλ ℓ+ 1 4 2ℓ+ 1 2ℓ 8 2ℓ
They correspond to the standard representations SLn ⊂ GLn, SOn ⊂ GLn and Spn ⊂ GLn,
except for B2 = C2 where it is Sp4 ⊂ GL4. If H is not of type A we have codimSLn H > cSLn =
2n− 2 except for type B2 where codimSL4 Sp4 = 5 = cSL4 . Moreover, if SLk → SLn is not an
isomorphism, then k < n and codimSLn SLk > cSLn .
(d2) Next we consider irreducible orthogonal representations ρ : H → SOn for H of classical
type where n ≥ 5. If H is a candidate not already in (a), then rankH < rankSOn, and one
calculates straight forwardly that codimSOn H > cSOn = n− 1.
(d3) Finally, we consider irreducible symplectic representations ρ : H → Sp2m for H of
classical type where m ≥ 2. As above, if H is a candidate not already in (a), then rankH <
rankSp2m = m. Again, an easy calculation shows that codimSp2m H > cSp2m = 4m− 4. 
5.6. The invariant dG. In this section, we compute the invariant
dG = min{dimO | O non-minimal quasi-affine non-trivial orbit}.
Formula (1) shows that rG ≥ dG ≥ mG and that dG > mG in case rG > mG. Comparing the
values of rG and mG in Table 3 of Lemma 5.5 we get the following result.
Lemma 5.6. Let G be simple and simply connected. If rG = dG = mG, then we are in one
of the following cases.
(1) G is of type A1 and dG = 2;
(2) G is of type Bn and dG = 2n;
(3) G is of type Dn, n ≥ 4, and dG = 2n− 1;
(4) G is of type F4 and dG = 16;
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(5) G is of type G2 and dG = 6.
In all other cases we have rG ≥ dG > mG.
Proposition 5.7. The following table lists the invariants rG, dG and mG for the simply
connected simple algebraic groups G.
G A1 A2 A3 An, n ≥ 4 Bn Cn, n ≥ 3 Dn, n ≥ 4 E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
rG 2 4 5 2n 2n 4(n − 1) 2n− 1 26 54 112 16 6
dG 2 4 5 2n 2n 4(n − 1) 2n− 1 26 45 86 16 6
mG 2 3 4 n+ 1 2n 2n 2n− 1 17 28 58 16 6
Table 4. The invariants rG, dG and mG for the simple groups
The first and last row of Table 4 are the rows from Table 2 and Table 3. We have seen
above that for rG ≤ mG+1 we have dG = rG, because rG > mG implies that dG > mG. Thus
the only cases to be considered are An for n ≥ 4, Cn for n ≥ 3 and E6, E7, E8.
We have seen in Section 5.3 that for a dominant weight λ ∈ ΛG the corresponding parabolic
subgroup Pλ ⊂ G and its Lie algebra pλ have well-defined Levi decompositions Pλ = Lλ⋉Uλ
where T ⊆ Lλ and pλ := LiePλ = lλ ⊕ uλ. In addition, we define the closed subgroup
P(λ) := ker(λ : Pλ → K∗) which has the Levi decomposition P(λ) = L(λ) ⋉ Uλ, L(λ) :=
ker(λ : Lλ → K∗), and its Lie algebra
p(λ) := LieP(λ) = l(λ) ⊕ uλ, l(λ) := LieL(λ) = ker(dλ : lλ → K).
By construction, the semisimple Lie algebra [lλ, lλ] is contained in l(λ), and they are equal in
case λ is a fundamental weight ωi. Note also that P(λ) = Gv for v ∈ V Uλ , v 6= 0, see Section 2.2.
For an affine G-variety X and x ∈ X we set gx := LieGx and denote by nx ⊆ gx the nilradical
of gx.
The method for proving Proposition 5.7 was communicated to us by Oksana Yakimova
who also worked out the result for the symplectic groups and for E6. It is based on the following
lemma which is a translation of a fundamental result of Sukhanov, see [Suk90, Theorem 1].
Lemma 5.8. Let O be a quasi-affine G-orbit. Then there exist λ ∈ ΛG and x ∈ O such that
gx ⊆ p(λ) and ux ⊆ uλ. In particular, we get an embedding lx := gx/nx →֒ l(λ) = p(λ)/uλ. If O
is not a minimal orbit, then dimO ≥ dim uλ + 2.
Proof. In Sukhanov’s paper a subgroup L ⊂ G is called observable if G/L is quasi-affine.
Now [Suk90, Theorem 1] implies that such an L is subparabolic which means that there is an
embedding L →֒ Q such that Lu →֒ Qu where Q is the isotropy group of a highest weight
vector. Translating this into the language of Lie algebras we get the first part of the lemma.
For the second part, we note that gx ( p(λ), so that
dimO = codimg gx ≥ codimg p(λ) + 1 = dimOλ + 1 = codimg pλ + 2 = dim uλ + 2,
and the claim follows. 
The strategy of the proof of Proposition 5.7 is the following. Let O = Gx ⊂ X be a non-
minimal nontrivial orbit, and consider an embedding gx →֒ p(λ) given by the lemma above.
(1) Since O is not minimal, we have dimO ≥ dim uλ + 2. Thus one has only to consider
those pλ with dim uλ + 2 < dG. For this one first calculates dim uωi , i = 1, . . . , n, and then
uses that dim uλ ≥ dim uωi for all i such that ωi appears in λ, see Lemma 5.2.
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It turns out that in all cases the remaining λ are fundamental weights, and we are left to
study some of the embeddings gx →֒ p(ωi).
(2) Since O is not minimal, the embedding gx →֒ p(ωi) is strict, hence one of the two
inclusions nx ⊆ uωi or lx ⊆ l(ωi) has to be strict.
(2a) If lx = l(ωi), then nx must be a strict l(ωi)-submodule of uωi . As we have seen in
Remark 5.1, nx cannot contain the simple module V (αi), hence the codimension of nx in uωi
is at least dimV (αi).
(2b) If lx $ l(ωi), then L
◦
x $ L
◦
(ωi)
is a proper reductive subgroup of the semisimple group
L(ωi) , and the codimension can be estimated using the values of rH given in our tables.
Remark 5.9. In the cases of E7 and E8 we will have to construct quasi-affine orbits of a given
dimension. For this we will use the following result.
Let H ⊂ G be a closed subgroup. If the character group X(H) is trivial, then there is a
G-module V and a v ∈ V such that Gv = H.
In fact, there is a G-module V and a line L = Kv ⊂ V such that H = NormG(L) [Bor91,
Chapter II, Theorem 5.1]. Since H has no characters, it acts trivially on L and so H = Gv .
5.6.1. The type An, n ≥ 4.
α1 α2 αn−1 αn
Suppose that G = SLn+1 and g = sln+1 with n ≥ 4 and let O be a non-minimal and
non-trivial quasi-affine orbit. We have to show that dimO ≥ 2n. We have seen above that it
suffices to consider those embeddings gx ⊂ p(λ) where dim uλ < 2n − 2. We have
p(ωi) = sli ⊕ sln+1−i ⊕ uωi ,
and so dim uωi = i(n+1−i) which is greater or equal than 2n−2 for i 6= 1, n. Moreover, we have
pω1+ωn = (sln−1⊕K2)⊕ uω1+ωn and hence p(ω1+ω2) = (sln−1 ⊕K)⊕ uω1+ωn = gln−1⊕uω1+ωn ,
which implies that dim uω1+ωn = 2n − 1. Thus, by (4), the only cases to consider are λ = ω1
and λ = ωn.
If gx $ p(ω1) = sln ⊕ (Kn)⊥, then we either have nx = (0) or lx $ sln. In the first case
we get dimO = codim gx = codim gω1 + n = 2n + 1. In the second case, l is a reductive
Lie-subalgebra of sln and thus has codimension at least rAn−1 = 2(n − 1). Hence, dimO =
codim gx ≥ codim gω1 + 2(n − 1) = 3n− 1 > 2n.
The other case λ = ωn is similar.
Remark 5.10. We have just shown that for n 6= 3 any quasi-affine SLn+1-orbit of dimension
< 2n is minimal. Furthermore, we have dimOλ = dim uλ + 1 by (3) and (5.3). In particular,
since dimOωi = i(n+ 1− i) + 1 (see above), we get
dimOω1 = dimOωn = n+ 1, dimOω2 = dimOωn−1 = 2n− 1,
and all other minimal orbits have dimension ≥ 2n.
Note that rAn = 2n appears as dimension of the affine orbit SLn+1 /GLn as well as of the
minimal orbit Oω1+ω2 (see above).
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5.6.2. The type Cn, n ≥ 3.
α1 α2 αn−1 αn
Suppose that G = Sp2n and g = sp2n where n ≥ 3, and let O be a non-minimal and
non-trivial quasi-affine orbit. We have to show that dimO ≥ 4n− 4. We have seen above that
it suffices to consider those embeddings gx ⊂ gλ where dimnλ < 4n− 6.
For the fundamental weights we get p(ωj) = slj ⊕ sp2n−2j ⊕ uωj . An easy calculation shows
that
dim uωj = 2jn +
j(1 − 3j)
2
.
Thus dim uωj + 2 ≥ 4n − 4 except for j = 1, and in this case we have dim uω1 = 2n − 1
and codim p(ω1) = 2n. Thus, by by (4), it suffices to look at the embedding gx ⊂ p(ω1) =
sp2n−2 ⊕ uω1 . As a representation of sp2n−2 we get uω1 = V (α1)⊕K, V (α1) ≃ K2n−2.
Therefore, if lx = sp2n−2, then the codimension of gx in gω1 is ≥ dimV (α1) = 2n − 2, and
so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω1) + 2(n − 1) = 4n− 2 > 4n − 4.
If lx $ sp2n−2, then the codimension is at least rCn−1 = 4n−8, and so dimO ≥ 2n+4n−8 =
6n− 8 > 4n − 4.
Remark 5.11. We have just shown above that any quasi-affine orbit of dimension < 4n− 4
is minimal. Furthermore, we have dimOλ = dim uλ + 1 by (3) and (5.3). In particular, since
dimOωi = 2jn+
j(1−3j)
2 (see above), we get dimOω1 = 2n, and all other minimal orbits have
dimension ≥ 4n − 4.
Note that rCn = 4n− 4 appears as dimension of an affine orbit as well as of a the minimal
orbit Oω2 .
5.6.3. The type E6.
α1
α2
α3 α4 α5 α6
Let G be simply connected of type E6 and g = LieG, and let O be a non-minimal and
nontrivial quasi-affine orbit. We have to show that dimO ≥ 26. We have seen above that
it suffices to consider those embeddings gx →֒ p(λ) where dim uλ < 24. For the fundamental
weights λ we find
p(ω1) = so10 ⊕ uω1 , dim uω1 = 16 = dim uω6 ,
p(ω2) = sl6 ⊕ uω2 , dim uω2 = 21,
p(ω3) = (sl2 ⊕ sl5)⊕ uω3 , dim uω3 = 25 = dim uω5 ,
p(ω4) = (sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ sl3)⊕ uω4 , dim uω4 = 29.
Since dim uω1+ω2 = dim uω2+ω6 =
1
2(dimE6 − dimA4 − 2) = 26 and dim uω1+ω6 = 12(dimE6 −
dimD4 − 2) = 24, we have only to consider the cases λ ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω6}.
(1) We have p(ω1) = so10 ⊕ uω1 and uω1 = V (α1) is the irreducible representation Vω4 of
so10 of dimensions 16. Since 16 > rD5 = 9 we see that the codimension of gx in p(ω1) is at
least 9. Thus dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω1) + 9 = 17 + 9 = 26.
(2) We have p(ω2) = sl6⊕uω2 , uω2 = V (α2)⊕K, and V (α2) is the irreducible representation
Vω3 =
∧3K6 of sl6 of dimension 20. Since 20 > rSL6 = 10 we see that the codimension of gx
in p(ω2) is at least 10. Thus dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω2) + 10 = 22 + 10 = 32.
(3) The case p(ω6) is similar to p(ω1) from (1).
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Remark 5.12. We have just shown that any quasi-affine orbit of dimension < 26 is minimal.
Furthermore, dimOλ = dim uλ + 1 by (3) and (5.3). From above we get
dimOω1 = dimOω6 = 17, dimOω2 = 22, dimOω1+ω6 = 25,
and all other minimal orbits are of dimension ≥ 26 by (4). Moreover, rE6 = 26 appears as
dimension of an affine orbit as well as of the minimal orbits Oω3 and Oω5 .
5.6.4. The type E7.
α1
α2
α3 α4 α5 α6 α7
Let G be simply connected of type E7 and g = LieG, and let O be a non-minimal and
nontrivial quasi-affine orbit. We have to show that dimO ≥ 45. We have seen above that it
suffices to consider those embeddings gx ⊂ p(λ) where dim uλ < 43.
If λ is a fundamental weight, then we find
p(ω1) = so12 ⊕ uω1 , dim uω1 = 33,
p(ω2) = sl7 ⊕ uω2 , dim uω2 = 42,
p(ω3) = (sl2 ⊕ sl6)⊕ uω3 , dim uω3 = 47,
p(ω4) = (sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ sl4)⊕ uω4 , dim uω4 = 53,
p(ω5) = (sl5 ⊕ sl3)⊕ uω5 , dim uω5 = 50,
p(ω6) = (so10 ⊕ sl2)⊕ uω6 , dim uω6 = 42,
p(ω7) = E6 ⊕ uω7 , dim uω7 = 27.
Since dim uω1+ω2 =
1
2(dimE7− dimA5− 2) = 48, dim uω1+ω6 = 12 (dimE7− dimD4− dimA1−
2) = 50, dim uω1+ω7 =
1
2(dimE7−dimD5−2) = 43, dim uω2+ω6 = 12(dimE7−dimA4−dimA1−
2) = 52, dim uω2+ω7 =
1
2 (dimE7−dimA5−2) = 48, dim uω6+ω7 = 12(dimE7−dimD5−2) = 43,
we have only to consider the cases λ ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω6, ω7}.
(1) We have p(ω1) = so12⊕uω1 , uω1 = V (α1)⊕K, and V (α1) is the irreducible representation
Vω5 of so12 of dimensions 32 > rD6 = 11. Thus the codimension of gx in p(ω1) is at least 11,
and so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω1) + 11 = 34 + 11 = 45. Moreover, the subalgebra
h := so11 ⊕ uω1 ⊂ g is the Lie algebra of a subgroup H of codimension 34+11=45 which has
no characters. By Remark 5.9 we see that G/H is a quasi-affine orbit of dimension 45, and so
dE7 ≤ 45.
(2) We have p(ω2) = sl7⊕uω2 , uω2 = V (α2)⊕K7, and V (α2) is the irreducible representation
Vω4 =
∧4K7 of sl7 of dimensions 35 > rSL7 = 12. Thus the codimension of gx in p(ω2) is at
least 12, and so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω2) + 12 = 43 + 12 = 55 > 45.
(3) We have p(ω6) = (so10 ⊕ sl2) ⊕ uω6 , uω6 = V (α6) ⊕ K10, and V (α6) is the irreducible
representation Vω5 ⊗ K2 of so10 ⊕ sl2 of dimensions 2 · 16 = 32 > rD5×A1 = 2. Thus the
codimension of gx in p(ω6) is at least 2, and so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω6)+2 = 43+2 =
45.
(4) We have p(ω7) = E6 ⊕ uω7 , and V (α7) = uω7 is the irreducible representation Vω6 of
E6 of dimension 27 > rE6 = 26. Thus the codimension of gx in p(ω7) is at least 26, and so
dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω7) + 26 = 28 + 26 = 54 > 45.
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5.6.5. The type E8.
α1
α2
α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8
Let G be simply connected of type E8 and g = LieG, and let O be a non-minimal and
nontrivial quasi-affine orbit. We have to show that dimO ≥ 86. We have seen above that it
suffices to consider those embeddings gx ⊂ p(λ) where dim uλ < 84.
If λ is a fundamental weight, then we find
p(ω1) = so14 ⊕ uω1 , dim uω1 = 78,
p(ω2) = sl8 ⊕ uω2 , dim uω2 = 92,
p(ω3) = (sl2 ⊕ sl7)⊕ uω3 , dim uω3 = 98,
p(ω4) = (sl3 ⊕ sl2 ⊕ sl5)⊕ uω4 , dim uω4 = 106,
p(ω5) = (sl5 ⊕ sl4)⊕ uω5 , dim uω5 = 104,
p(ω6) = (so10 ⊕ sl3)⊕ uω6 , dim uω6 = 97,
p(ω7) = (E6 ⊕ sl2)⊕ uω7 , dim uω7 = 83,
p(ω8) = E7 ⊕ uω8 , dim uω8 = 57.
Since dim uω1+ω7 =
1
2 (dimE8− dimD5− dimA1− 2) = 99, dim uω1+ω8 = 12 (dimE8− dimD6−
2) = 90, and dim uω7+ω8 =
1
2 (dimE8 − dimE6 − 2) = 84, we have only to consider the cases
λ ∈ {ω1, ω7, ω8}.
(1) We have p(ω1) = so14 ⊕ uω1 , uω1 = V (α1)⊕K14, and V (α1) is the irreducible represen-
tation Vω7 of so14 of dimensions 64 > rD7 = 13. Thus the codimension of gx in p(ω1) is at least
13, and so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω1) + 13 = 79 + 13 = 92 > 86.
(2) We have p(ω7) = (E6 ⊕ sl2) ⊕ uω7 , and V (α7) ⊂ uω7 is the irreducible representation
Vω6 ⊗ K2 of E6 ⊕ sl2 of dimension 2 × 27 = 54 > rE6×A1 = 2. Thus the codimension of gx in
p(ω7) is at least 2, and so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω7) + 2 = 84 + 2 = 86.
(3) We have p(ω8) = E7⊕uω8 , uω8 = V (α8)⊕K, and V (α8) is the irreducible representation
Vω7 of E7 of dimension 56 > rE7 = 54. Thus the codimension of gx in p(ω8) is at least 54, and
so dimO = codim gx ≥ codim p(ω8) + 54 = 58 + 54 = 112 > 86.
(4) The subalgebra p(ω7+ω8) = E6 ⊕ uω7+ω8 corresponds to a closed subgroup H ⊂ G of
codimension 84+2 = 86 which has no characters. Thus, by Remark 5.9, G/H is a quasi-affine
orbit of dimension 86, and so dE8 ≤ 86.
5.7. Computations with LiE. For our explicit computations we used the computer algebra
program LiE [vLCL92]. The maximal parabolic Lie subalgebra pi = pωi ⊂ g and its Levi
decomposition pi = li ⊕ ui have the following description in terms of root spaces.
(1) The set {αj | j 6= i} is a set of simple roots for the Levi part li. Hence the Dynkin
diagram of si := [li, li] is obtained by removing the node i from the Dynkin diagram
of g.
(2) The center zi ⊂ li is one-dimensional and so dim g = (dim si + 1) + 2dim ui.
(3) The nilradical ui is the direct sum of those root spaces gβ where β is a positive root not
containing αi, i.e. αi does not occur in the presentation of β as a linear combination
of simple roots.
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(4) Denote by n±li ⊂ li the sum of the positive resp. negative root spaces. Then gαi is
annihilated by n−li , because αi − β is never a root for a positive root β of li, by (3).
(5) The irreducible si-submodule V (αi) ⊂ g generated by gαi has gαi as lowest weight
space, by (4). Denoting by λi the weight αi|si of si, then V (αi) ≃ V ⊥−λi . In fact, the
dual module V (αi)
⊥ has highest weight −λi.
(6) The submodule V (αi) consists of those root spaces gβ where β is a positive root
containing αi with multiplicity 1.
(7) If the center zi has weight κ on gαi , then V (αi) is the κ-eigenspace of zi. This follows
from (6), because zi has weight 0 on all of li.
These remarks offer several possibilities to calculate the dimension of V (αi) using the computer
algebra program LiE [vLCL92].
5.7.1. Computation of the κ-eigenspace. The rows of the Cartan matrix Cartan(G) are the
coordinates of the simple roots αj in the basis of the fundamental weights ωk. It follows
that the ith column of the inverse of the Cartan matrix i_Cartan(G) defines the homo-
morphism K → h = Kr with image zi. (In LiE i_Cartan(G) is the inverse of Cartan(G)
multiplied by the determinant in order to have integral entries.) Now one uses the function
spectrum(adjoint(G),t,G) which calculates the dimensions of the eigenspaces of the toral
element t.
Example 5.13. We compute dimV (α7) for G = E8.
> Cartan(E8)
[[ 2, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
,[ 0, 2, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
,[-1, 0, 2,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
,[ 0,-1,-1, 2,-1, 0, 0, 0]
,[ 0, 0, 0,-1, 2,-1, 0, 0]
,[ 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 2,-1, 0]
,[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 2,-1]
,[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 2]
]
> det_Cartan(E8)
1
> Cartan_type(id(8)-7,E8) # Cartan type of the Levi L(7) of P(7) #
E6A1T1
> i_Cartan(E8)
[[ 4, 5, 7,10, 8, 6, 4,2]
,[ 5, 8,10,15,12, 9, 6,3]
,[ 7,10,14,20,16,12, 8,4]
,[10,15,20,30,24,18,12,6]
,[ 8,12,16,24,20,15,10,5]
,[ 6, 9,12,18,15,12, 8,4]
,[ 4, 6, 8,12,10, 8, 6,3]
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,[ 2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 4, 3,2]
]
> (*i_Cartan(E8))[7] # 7th column of i_Cartan(E8) #
[4,6,8,12,10,8,6,3]
> spectrum(adjoint(E8),[4,6,8,12,10,8,6,3,29],E8)
82X[ 0] +54X[ 1] +27X[ 2] + 2X[ 3] + 2X[26] +27X[27] +54X[28]
Thus we have sω7 = E6⊕sl2, and the last output shows that dim lω7 = 82 and dimV (α7) = 54.
In addition, uω7 contains two other irreducible representations, of dimensions 27 and 2.
5.7.2. Computation of the lowest weight λi := αi|si . The lowest weight λi is obtained from
the ith row of the Cartan matrix Cartan(G) by removing the ith entry (which is a 2) and
and rearranging the other entries according to the numeration of the nodes of the Dynkin
diagram of si obtained by removing the ith node from the Dynkin diagram of G.
Example 5.14. Lowest weight of V (α1) for G = E8.
The first row of Cartan(E8) is [2,0,-1,0,0,0,0,0], and sω1 = D7. In the Bourbaki-
numeration of the nodes of Dn this gives the weight [0,0,0,0,0,0,-1,0] of D7 which is
−ω6. Thus V (α1) is V ⊥ω6 which is Vω7 and has dimension 64:
> contragr([0,0,0,0,0,1,0],D7)
[0,0,0,0,0,0,1]
> dim([0,0,0,0,0,0,1],D7)
64
The same computation for V (α7) where sω7 = E6⊕sl2, using the 7th row of Cartan(E8) which
is [0,0,0,0,0,-1,2,-1], gives the lowest weight [0,0,0,0,0,-1,-1]which is−ω6−ω′1. Thus
V (α7) = (Vω6 ⊗K2)⊥ = Vω1 ⊗K2 and has dimension 27× 2 = 54:
> contragr([0,0,0,0,0,1,1],E6A1)
[1,0,0,0,0,0,1]
> dim([1,0,0,0,0,0,1],E6A1)
54
5.7.3. Computation of the decomposition of g under li. The program LiE offers a branch func-
tion which calculated the decomposition of a representation of G under a closed connected
subgroupH ⊂ G: branch(repr,H,res_mat,G). It needs the restriction matrix res_mat defin-
ing the map ΛG → ΛH between the weight lattices which is given by the inclusion TH ⊆ TG
of maximal tori.
For a maximal parabolic subgroup Pωi it is easy to compute the restriction matrix from
G to Lωi by using the LiE-function res_mat(fundam(id(rank G)-i)). It follows that the
decomposition of the adjoint representation of G under Lωi is given by
> branch(adjoint(G),Levi(i),res_mat(fundam(id(rank G)-i)),G)
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Example 5.15. We compute the decomposition of LieE8 under the Levi subgroup Lω7 of
Pω7 .
> h=Cartan_type(id(8)-7,E8); h # Levi subgroup L(7) of P(7) #
E6A1T1
> m=res_mat(fundam(id(8)-7,E8),E8); m # restriction matrix from E8 to L(7) #
[[0,0,0,0,0,1,0, 4]
,[0,1,0,0,0,0,0, 6]
,[0,0,0,0,1,0,0, 8]
,[0,0,0,1,0,0,0,12]
,[0,0,1,0,0,0,0,10]
,[1,0,0,0,0,0,0, 8]
,[0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 6]
,[0,0,0,0,0,0,1, 3]
]
> branch(adjoint(E8),h,m,E8)
1X[0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0] +1X[0,0,0,0,0,0,1,-3] +1X[0,0,0,0,0,0,1, 3] +
1X[0,0,0,0,0,0,2, 0] +1X[0,0,0,0,0,1,0,-2] +1X[0,0,0,0,0,1,1, 1] +
1X[0,1,0,0,0,0,0, 0] +1X[1,0,0,0,0,0,0, 2] +1X[1,0,0,0,0,0,1,-1]
The weight spaces are given by the last entry. Hence we see that the 0-weight space is LieLω7 =
LieE6⊕ sl2⊕K, the 1-weight space is Vω6 ⊗K2 = V (α7), the 2-weight space is Vω1 of E6, and
the 3-weight space is the standard representation K2 of sl2. Thus we get
uω7 = Vω6 ⊗K2 ⊕ Vω1 ⊕K2
as a representation of E6 × SL2.
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